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Introduction

The November issue of RTE once again contains the Annual Annotated Bibliography of Research in the Teaching of English. The 2010 version of the bibliography involves a major change—the bibliography is now available solely as a downloadable PDF file at http://www.ncte.org/journals/rte/issues/v45-2. As the length of the bibliography has grown from 15 pages in 2003 to 88 pages in 2010, we and the editors of the journal concluded that the bibliography should not compete for limited print space with research reports and that it could be more useful for readers if it were in a more searchable PDF file format (see description at the end of this introduction).

In addition to an increase in the sheer number of studies reported in this bibliography, as editors of the annotated bibliography, which we have been compiling since 2003, we have noted a number of trends in the types of research published over the past seven years, trends that reflect changes in English teaching. One of the most pronounced developments since 2003 has been the increased number of studies related to the use of digital/technology tools (e.g., blogs, wikis, online forums, podcasts, digital storytelling/video, etc.) in teaching English, studies that often appear in the growing number of newly created open-access learning technology journals (http://tinyurl.com/24pyzp5). Given the explosion of research on uses of digital/technology tools in teaching English, in 2009 we split what had been one category, “Technology/Media/Information Literacy,” into two separate categories,
“Digital/Technology Tools” and “Media Literacy/Use,” with the former referring to research on uses of digital/technology tools to teach English as well as students’ uses of digital tools and the latter referring to research on analysis and production of media in the classroom as well as students’ media use in the home. While a number of studies in the 2010 Bibliography document the increased use of digital/media tools in the English classroom, they also suggest that given students’ heavy use of digital/media tools in their homes, issues of integration and adoption of digital/media tools in largely print-based curriculum frameworks remain a challenge for English teachers. For example, as the nature of writing has changed to more online, multimodal, remixed forms of communication for multiple, often global, audiences, composition researchers (see “Writing”) have increasingly focused on alternative ways of evaluating and assessing writing quality based on criteria of visual rhetoric/design, multimodality, interactivity, connectivity, reception, and engagement that go beyond criteria that have been employed to assess students’ print texts, topics addressed in our 2010 review.

Another major development since 2003 has been the growth in research on students’ acquisition of second language literacies (see “Second Language Literacy”), family/community literacies (see “Literacy”), critical discourse analysis (CDA)/cultural research on school/community cultural practices and students’ identity construction (see “Discourse/Cultural Analysis”), and multicultural literature (see “Literature”) related to the increased numbers of students from non-dominant cultures, who will comprise the majority of students in American schools in 2030. This research provides English teachers with an understanding of how to connect to and build on students’ cultural background experiences in their teaching, and also illustrates the value of adopting a socio-cultural perspective on literacy learning.

A third development in the research has been the increased attention to the importance of high quality professional development and teacher education in improving student learning (see “Professional Development/Teacher Education” and “Reading”). This research documents the value of providing preservice and inservice teachers with methods based on current theory and research, particularly in terms of uses of technology/digital tools.

**Creation of a Searchable PDF Bibliography**

With the shift to a PDF format, we have also been able to enhance the searchability of the bibliography by adding keyword tags. Each abstract has been assigned four tags, beginning with a section tag, for example, #digital/technologytools, and, in many cases, followed by another section tag, for example, #reading. Readers can thus use the “Find” feature on Adobe Acrobat to search for particular topics using keyword tags listed in the beginning of each section as well as by browsing thematically categorized sections. Readers may also employ “Find” to conduct their own keyword searches, for example, searching for author names.
Another major trend we have noted over the past seven years has been that researchers are increasingly studying integration and transfer of literacy practices across different domains, for example, how reading relates to writing, or how digital tools are employed in literacy, reading, writing, media, or second language learning. This increase in cross-domain research has made it more difficult for us as bibliography editors to assign studies to certain section categories and for readers to find relevant research. One reason for switching the 2010 version of the bibliography to a downloadable PDF file is to assist readers in locating studies that fall in multiple section categories. The use of multiple keyword tags addresses this major challenge of locating studies that fall into multiple categories, for example, studies that deal with the use of technology tools in teaching reading. When a reader enters “#digital/technologytools #reading” or “#reading #digital/technologytools” in the Find box, they will then access studies across categories that treat this combination of research topics.

To search the bibliography, readers should first note the list of up to 12 tags for all nine sections of the bibliography, listed below and then repeated at the beginning of each section. These tags represent the most common topics inductively derived from the abstracted studies. While there could be many more tags, the editors wanted to limit the number of tags to a manageable number. There are also three generic tags referring to participants’ age level: #child, #adolescent, #adult, tags employed when the participants’ age was a particularly significant aspect of a study, for example, research on early childhood literacy. Again, readers can search for studies that fall in several different sections by entering in both section tags, for example, #literaryresponse/literature/narrative #reading.

While this search system lacks the power of an online ERIC or library database search systems—something that we hope to address with future improvements—we believe that this searchable bibliography, which has been edited to select high-quality research and which includes abstracts created by the editors, continues to provide a valuable service to the RTE research community.

**Digital/Technology Tools tags:** #digital/technologytools #digitaldivide #socialnetworking #academictechnologyuse #video #blogs/wikis #digitalreading #literacydefinitions #onlineeducation #instantmessage #laptops #referencing/citations/informationliteracy #games

**Discourse/Cultural Analysis tags:** #discourse/culturalanalysis #race #class #gender #schooling #curriculum #identity #policy #culturaldifference #pedagogy #politics #sociolinguistics #ethnography

**Literacy tags:** #literacy #development #identity #linguistic #literacyassessment #familyliteracy #adultliteracy #communityliteracy #spelling


Reports the results of an online survey of 1000 high school students, teachers, and district IT professionals about how technology is used in their schools. Sample included people at urban,
rural, and suburban schools across the United States. Key findings of this survey research indicate that the majority of students (84%) believe technology is important to their education and future, but that almost half (43%) do not believe their schools are preparing them to use technology. Also, technology is used more frequently as a teaching tool than a learning tool; many students report that they are not given opportunities to use technology in class (only 26% report this opportunity), but many teachers (60%) are using technology to teach. Ninety-six percent of students report using technology at home to complete assignments, and both students and staff report using technology in their personal lives. Finally, students, teachers, and IT professionals would like their districts to focus more on 21st century skills.

#digital/technologytools #academictechnologyuse #onlineeducation #adolescent


Investigates the affordances a poetry wiki offered 56 preservice teachers in learning how to teach poetry in their future classrooms. Researchers were also interested in how these preservice teachers perceived themselves as writers and how they intervened in each other’s wiki writing. Fifty-two of the participants had no previous experience with wikis. Qualitative, “insider” research revealed that confidence grew among those preservice teachers who participated in the poetry wiki. Participants also recognized the potential pedagogical value of wikis for collaborative writing purposes. Sixty-three poems were published, although the digital affordances (i.e., podcast poems) for the most part were not utilized. Teachers primarily used the wiki to share and comment on each other’s poems.

#digital/technologytools #professionaldevelopment/teachereducation #writing #blogs/wiki


Reports on the second year of a three-year study focused on developing TPCK (technology pedagogical content knowledge) for teacher candidates. Eighteen teacher candidates, their two university researchers, 14 at-risk students age 9–12, and 14 parents, worked together for two weeks on an educational digital storytelling project during the summer. Finds that teacher candidates experienced “facilitation” rather than direct “teaching,” valued the connection with students’ families, and increased pedagogical understandings of teaching with technology. Students improved their writing skills, were motivated by parents, and were exposed to future educational opportunities. Parents were able to see their children performing successfully academically, expressed positive comments about education, and valued working with technology.

#digital/technologytools #professionaldevelopment/teachereducation #video


Analyzes children’s participation with the Gamestar Mechanic (www.gamestarmechanic.com) multiplayer online role-playing game over a three-year period, a game involving children designing game-like activities. Finds that through participation in this game, children acquire thinking skills and literacies constituting “language of games,” as well as a positive understanding of games.

#digital/technologytools #mediailiteracy/use #literacy #games

Reports the results of a national survey of teachers during the winter and spring of 2009 pertaining to the availability and use of educational technology by public elementary/secondary teachers. Surveys were distributed by mail and web to a representative sample of full-time teachers from the fifty states and District of Columbia (3,983) from a sample of representative schools. The survey response rate was 79%. Key findings of teachers’ use of technology in public schools include almost all teachers (97%) having access to a computer in their classrooms daily and Internet access availability on 93% of classroom computers daily. The ratio of students to computers in classrooms daily was 5.3 to 1. Access to technology devices in classrooms daily: LCD projectors (36%), interactive whiteboards (23%), digital cameras (14%). Most teachers used electronic grading systems (94%). The most common technological tools used by teachers for instructional or administrative purposes included word processing software (96%), the Internet (94%), presentation software (63%), and spreadsheets (61%). Notably, student use of technology differed by schools’ poverty concentration, most dramatically for learning or practicing basic skills (low poverty = 61%; high poverty = 83%).

#digital/technologytools #professionaldevelopment/teachereducation #digitaldivide #academictechnologyuse


Surveys 783 teachers and 274 principals in 2009 regarding use of technology in their schools. Finds wide disparities in teacher use of technology, but disparities are not due to years of experience. The 22% of teachers who were defined as frequent users devoted 31% of class time to using technology to support learning, while the 34% of teachers defined as infrequent users devoted 10% or less of class time to using technology. Secondary teachers are more frequent users than elementary teachers; science, social studies, and math teachers are the most frequent users. Frequent users also believe that technology helps them engage both high-achieving students and students with academic needs. Technology implementation typically occurs through a train-the-trainer model as opposed to occurring in support teams.

#digital/technologytools #professionaldevelopment/teachereducation #academictechnologyuse #digitaldivide


Surveys 955 14- to 17-year-olds regarding their online practices. Finds that 69% include their physical location in their profiles; 28% chat with people they do not know in offline worlds, with females more likely to do so than males; 24% share their email address; 12% share their cell phone number; 14% admit they engaged in cyberbullying; and 22% indicate they do not know how to respond to cyberbullying. Forty-two percent do not disclose their online practices to parents, while 36% indicated that they would change their practices if they knew parents were monitoring those practices. Sixty-two percent download media and 46% admit to downloading videos or music from a free service. Suggests the many adolescents are not aware of issues of privacy or legal aspects of downloading media.

#technology/digitaltools #medialiteracy/use #socialnetworking #adolescent


Interviews ten academics about their reading practices with print versus digital texts, focusing on the increase in short-term interactive response to and skimming of online texts versus sustained reading of long-form print texts. Finds that while participants employed continuous reading of novels, in reading scholarly articles and books, they employ discontinuous, non-linear reading to extract or annotate relevant material, particularly in reading of online texts associated with
research projects. Finds that online browsing often results in finding unexpected new material. Suggests that differences in formats or browser designs entail adopting different types of reading practices. Raises questions as to potential affordances of web/e-readers to foster long-term, sustained reading associated with reading of print texts. 


Investigates the use of digital texts within four classrooms from four socio-economically diverse schools (low and middle/upper SES) in Australia. Each classroom was observed five times, individual teachers were interviewed, and focus groups with students were conducted. Patterns of complexity, fragility, continuity, conservation, and authenticity were observed. Finds that all teachers, regardless of school, valued traditional academic literacy practices (books, printed word, essay writing), despite attempts to engage with digital texts in literacy settings.


Investigates the effectiveness of one-to-one literacy tutoring sessions conducted using videoconferencing technology to assist students with reading comprehension difficulties. Sixty-one adolescents in grades 4–12 in schools across ten states participated in the study. Each student was randomly paired with university-aged reading tutors with no prior teaching experience. Sixteen, one-hour, bi-weekly tutoring sessions were held. Tutoring session instructional strategies and assessments are described in great detail. All students’ spelling and reading assessment scores significantly improved from pre- to post-test.


Utilizing case study research, this article explores three novice English teachers’ creations of personal digital literacy autobiographies, and their subsequent pedagogical use of technology and media with their own students. Data analysis of field notes, teachers’ writing, individual teacher interviews, teachers’ digital stories, and their students’ digital creations revealed a focus on the collaborative, multimodal performative, and adoption of critical stances afforded by composing digital stories, as well as the teachers’ revised understandings of literacy.


Analyzes the use of instant messaging by a high school Chinese girl, Kaiyee, who migrated to the United States two years prior to this study. Through instant messaging, Kaiyee developed and maintained networks with multiple linguistic and cultural communities within and across both countries. Case study methods and data collection took place over the course of eight months, and consisted of computer screen recordings of Kaiyee’s chat sessions, eight reflective interviews, and school observations. Analysis illustrates the ability of Kaiyee to develop linguistically in both English and Chinese languages, as well as to construct transnational social networks using digital tools. Suggests that the adolescents’ positioning in the digital networks allows them to develop useful linguistic dispositions and diverse perspectives.

Surveys adolescent and adult use of social media and mobile devices in 2009. Finds a decline in teen blogging since 2006 and a slight increase in adult blogging. Seventy-three percent of teens and 47% of adults use social networking websites—a sharp increase from 2006; 73% of adult users have a Facebook profile. Nineteen percent of online adults and 8% of online adolescents employ Twitter. Seventy-five percent of adolescents own a cell phone; 66% of adolescents employ texting on a daily basis. Eighteen- to twenty-nine-year-olds access the internet wirelessly using either a laptop (55%) or a cell phone (55%). Sixty-two percent of online adolescents obtain news online. Eight percent of online adolescents participate in online virtual worlds such as Second Life, about the same as in 2007. Thirty-eight percent of online adolescents share digital content online; 30% of online adults share content—an increase from 2007; 21% of adolescents and 15% of adults report remixing content.


Conducts a meta-analysis of more than one thousand studies published between 1996 and 2008 that contrasted online and face-to-face (f-t-f) learning. Identifies 51 independent effects. Students in online classes performed better than those in f-t-f classes, particularly for classes that blended online and f-t-f learning that provided students additional learning time and instruction not provided by students in control conditions. Given the paucity of studies at the K–12 level, generalization regarding differences in K–12 classes was not recommended.


Explores the impact of digital video composing on practicing urban English teachers’ pedagogy. Uses ethnographic case studies of twenty urban classrooms to document teaching and learning practices after a college course and professional development workshop focused on multimodal composition. This research provides evidence that digital video composing can be a powerful tool for transforming learning and teaching in English classrooms. Through using digital video, teachers and students co-constructed purposes for literacy assignments, transforming teachers’ pedagogies and students’ learning. In addition, the author shares a model of multimodal literacy pedagogy.


Surveys 1,500 16- to 20-year-old respondents regarding their use of mobile devices to access news content. Finds that smartphones are replacing desktop/laptop computers or TVs as a primary tool for accessing information and connecting with friends, with a preference for texting over use of email. Two-thirds visit a news site monthly, with 23% visiting these sites only with phones. Suggests that news outlets need to provide their content via mobile devices.

O’Byrne, W. I., & McVerry, J. G. (2009). Measuring the dispositions of online reading comre-

Develops and validates an instrument for determining dispositions related to online reading comprehension given differences between print-based versus online reading comprehension, as well as the role of affective dimensions shaping acquisition of online information. Identifies five dispositions: persistence, flexibility, collaboration, reflection, and critical stance. Establishes content item validity through item review by educators and researchers, leading to achieving high item agreement. Results of factor analysis of a sample of 1,276 seventh and eighth graders found that reflective thinking, collaboration, and persistence had reliability coefficients over 0.7. Suggests the need for more validation research on these items, as well as predictive validity research on how the instrument is related to actual online reading comprehension.

#digital/technologytools #reading #onlinereading #adolescent


Reports on survey data from 299,677 K–12 students, 38,642 teachers, 3,947 administrators, and 26,312 parents obtained in fall 2009 on their Internet use. Twenty-seven percent of high school students took at least one class online last year, double the number of students taking online courses in 2008. While 52% of preservice teachers have taken online courses and 38% are engaged in online teacher networks, only 4% report that they are receiving preparation methods for teaching online courses. Thirty-four percent of parents report that they have taken an online course. Forty percent of administrators report that funding cuts have limited the attempts to offer more online courses and 26% express doubts about teachers’ ability to provide online instruction. Suggests the need for increased teacher preparation in teaching online courses.

#digital/technologytools #professionaldevelopment/teacher education #onlineducation #academictechnologyuse


Compares first-year college students who received some information literacy instruction in their composition classes with advanced level college students who received more extensive information literacy instruction based on comparisons between students’ uses of library information resources. First-year students were more likely to cite newspapers and web sites as scholarly resources while advanced students employed significantly more total citations, primary sources, and books and images to document their research. While there was no significant differences in whether they used library databases, advanced students were more likely to employ subject-specific databases, employ interlibrary loan service, and personal research into their projects. First-year students were more likely to employ quotes from resources as filler in their reports. Advanced students were significantly more likely to recognize bias in publications.

#digital/technologytools #literacy #referencing/citations/informationliteracy #academictechnologyuse


Surveys faculty regarding their library access to scholarship, changes in print-to-digital knowledge sharing, and their own publishing/tenure-review process. Three thousand twenty-five survey responses indicate that, while 31% expect e-books will be valuable in five years, most faculty do not foresee e-books replacing print texts. Faculty who define themselves more as teachers perceive the library’s teaching and research support as valuable, while faculty defining
themselves as researchers perceive these functions as somewhat less important. Faculty are less likely to use the library collection as their primary portal to research given access to alternative digital resources. Faculty support the shift from print to digital journals with 60% of humanists and 80% of scientists supporting the idea of having only digital journal copies. Less than a third put their work in institutional repositories. Eighty-five percent find it important that their peers have access to their own publications; 40% indicate that journals should provide free access to articles. However, faculty still favor scholarly impact as more important than open access.


Investigates the impact of technology, specifically one-to-one laptop programs, on the “fourth-grade slump” phenomenon (a slowing in reading and writing progress). This quasi-experimental study investigated whether a one-to-one laptop program could help improve English language arts (ELA) test scores of adolescents, comparing the state ELA scores for two years between a laptop group and a non-laptop group. Descriptive data from observations, interviews, surveys, and document analysis were also used to understand the nature of the literacy instruction occurring in each classroom. Findings revealed that laptops were used in a variety of ways to support literacy in the laptop classrooms but most commonly for writing and Internet research. These two activities were also the dominant laptop practices at students’ homes. High levels of student engagement were reported by teachers and confirmed by observations. Neither the laptop group nor the non-laptop group experienced the “fourth-grade slump”; however, the non-laptop group experienced a decrease in ELA score gains during fifth grade. Students who participated in the laptop group significantly outperformed the non-laptop group in their change in ELA scores, literary response and analysis, and writing strategies during the second year.


Examines the role of technology in high school students’ writing processes and products. Researchers asked two questions: 1) How do students appropriate technological influences? 2) How do these influences affect their writing processes? Nine students were involved in the case study. Data analysis revealed several themes including students’ use of technology tools, references to technology affordances, use of technological terms, use of non-textual representations, use of non-linear processes to develop arguments, appearance of non-linear organization of writing products, and interruptions by technology. Research findings indicate that for these students, the influence of technology contributed more to the students’ writing than hindered it. The authors recommend that writing instruction should not always be based on a linear model, and that technology should be incorporated into writing instruction.


Analyzes questionnaire responses from one million North Carolina public school students completed between 2000 and 2005 to determine home media use. Finds SES and racial gaps in home computer access. Based on analysis of within-student variation in home computer access and across–ZIP code variation in the introduction of high-speed internet service into homes, finds a modest but statistically significant negative impact on student math and reading test scores. Suggests that increased use of computer access in the home may compete with time devoted to homework.
Other Related Research


Head, A.J., & Eisenberg, M. B. (2010). How today’s college students use Wikipedia for course-


Hoofnagle, C. J., King, J., Li, S., & Turow, J. (2010). *How different are young adults from older adults when it comes to information privacy attitudes and policies?* Berkeley, CA: University of California, Berkeley Center for Law & Technology.


Discourse/Cultural Analysis

Tags: #discourse/culturalanalysis #race #class #gender #schooling #curriculum #identity #policy #culturaldifference #pedagogy #politics #sociolinguistics #ethnography

Examines how black students construct their racial and achievement self-concepts in a predominantly white high school to enact a black achiever identity. Lists students talk about the importance of race and achievement to their lives. Suggests that students do not maintain school success by simply having a strong racial self-concept or a strong achievement self-concept. Suggests being a black or African American achiever in a predominantly white high school means embodying racial group pride as well as having a critical understanding of how race and racism operate to potentially constrain one's success.

#discourse/culturalanalysis #race #schooling #identity


Explores three areas of time as a process—intercontextuality, collective memories, and chronotopes—in order to understand how teachers and students construct learning opportunities in five consecutive video-recorded lessons in a ninth-grade English classroom. Focuses on contextualization cues and how people acted and reacted to each other on a moment-by-moment basis. Finds that teacher and students made competing efforts at intercontextuality, that collective memories were accompanied by moral obligations, and that the juxtaposition of differing chronotopes positioned students as agentive or passive. Contributes to a theory of learning over time in classrooms as socially, linguistically, and cognitively constructed.

#discourse/culturalanalysis #curriculum #pedagogy #ethnography


Employs retrospective cross-case analysis comparing two fourth-grade language arts teachers’ beliefs and practices as they respond to high-stakes tests in both urban and suburban settings. Results show teachers’ beliefs about literacy instruction to be somewhat similar with both believing that a text-rich atmosphere engages students’ interests, that social interactions around texts aids comprehension, and that “best practices” such as guided reading and literature discussions are useful methods, while harshly criticizing high stakes testing. However, analyses show classroom practices of the two teachers differed dramatically thus creating inequitable educational opportunities. Students in the suburban setting spent more time socially constructing knowledge about texts, themes, and topics while students in the urban school spent more time individually practicing the skills necessary to achieve understanding of a text’s inherent meaning. Suggests research on the influence of high-stakes assessments needs to investigate teachers’ practices in contexts shaped by difference in schools/communities’ SES.

#discourse/culturalanalysis #pedagogy #class #curriculum


Analyzes the disjuncture between students’ lived experiences of poverty and social class-based assumptions embedded in a mandated third-grade literacy curriculum. Finds that students’ responses to the writing prompt “What are some signs of hard times?” for responding to the story *Leah’s Pony* about The Great Depression and anticipated responses provided by the curriculum disregarded both children’s lived experiences of poverty and their deep engagement with the story, assuming that students’ responses would be text-dependent and historical as codified through the curriculum’s structure and language. Reveals that while the curriculum’s “possible responses” section conveyed poverty as temporary, students’ responses were highly personal, emotional, and sophisticated. Calls for individual and collective teacher inquiry into sustaining equitable literacy classrooms and attention to specific ways students speak back to curricula.

#discourse/culturalanalysis #writing #class #curriculum

Uses quantitative and qualitative methods to examine the effects of a teacher’s cultural representations and tacit communication style on interactive practices in two second-grade classrooms peopled predominantly by Latino/Latina immigrant children. Video and acoustic analyses of matched samples of classroom activities reveal two distinct discourse styles, one that is more group oriented and the other more individual oriented. Describes evidence of greater cultural attunement between teacher and students when they share a common tacit communicative style.

#discourse/culturalanalysis #schooling #culturaldifference #sociolinguistics


Draws on early data from a cross-Canada research project where pre-service teachers discuss cultural identities and explore pedagogical possibilities of picture books with diverse representations of Canadians. Reports participants’ expressed understandings of multiculturalism and their own experiences with it, as well as their thoughts on classroom implementation of curriculum that incorporates picture books with multicultural/diversity themes. Includes a case study of one Canadian province to further explore the wider context of pre-service teachers’ understandings and ideologies by examining discourses in policy and practices.

#discourse/culturalanalysis #professionaldevelopment/teachereducation #literaryresponse/literature/narrative #identity


Conducts a case study of a third-grade teacher’s literacy instruction for linguistically and culturally diverse students using Bourdieu’s social practice theory to examine a teacher’s linguistic and literate habitus and her use of cognitive strategy instruction (CSI). Spotlights CSI as a site of “struggle for the monopoly of legitimate discourse” (Bourdieu, 1983, p. 317) in the field of reading instruction and its effects for linguistically and culturally diverse students. Discusses how CSI may be employed in less prescriptive ways that are more closely attuned to students’ socially, historically, and politically situated literacy practices.

#discourse/culturalanalysis #literacy #reading #pedagogy


Examines the ways African American educators experience themselves as raced individuals in their school settings and explores their perceptions of racial discrimination, subordination, and isolation. Confirms several tenets of critical race theory including the assertion that racism is not aberrant, but endemic and permanent in American society, and routinely exists in public schools. Suggests that those most directly positioned to bring about necessary, concrete change aimed at addressing racial discrimination and prejudice in schools are building-level administrators.

#discourse/culturalanalysis #race #schooling #identity


Conducts an ethnographic analysis of how youth perceive language rights vis-à-vis Black English and Academic English in their struggle to acquire academic success. Findings point to the potential for additional research on youth perceptions of language given current debates in education on student achievement, multiple perspectives, and the intersections of student lived experiences with pedagogical practices. Recommends teachers and researchers continue
Annotated Bibliography


Draws from data gathered in two original research studies to answer the question: How do urban youth use language(s) for social, cultural, and political purposes? Applies ethnographic methods and critical discourse analysis to explore variance in youths’ language practices. Demonstrates how three urban youth use words as “linguistic toys” and engage in sophisticated “genre play” which underscore the pluralism and hybridity of urban Englishes. Concludes that English education and teacher preparation must revise curricula to incorporate a study of various Englishes in urban settings.

#discourse/culturalanalysis #ethnography #politics


Provides a window into a present-day “hush harbor,” a site where a group of black women build generative virtual spaces for counter-stories to challenge institutional racism. Discusses the need for student alliances that interrogate taken-for-granted institutional practices that invalidate out-of-school literacies. Makes connections with instructional practices that disenfranchise Black students with research agendas that claim to alleviate inequity while really perpetuating it.

#discourse/culturalanalysis #race #gender #identity


Draws on a larger ethnographic study to document (a) how and for what purposes literacy is used in three culturally diverse families of low socioeconomic status and (b) what various cultural, socioeconomic, and environmental factors shape the families’ literacy practices in their home milieus in an urban context. Data analysis reveals families use literacy in both first and second languages for a variety of purposes that are, however, seriously constrained by various out-of-school factors. Findings suggest the need to broaden existing efforts to improve minority literacy education within classrooms and schools to address the “limit situations” outside of school that affect students’ lives and impede their school achievement. Recommends concerted efforts to improve the social and physical environment as well implement pedagogical practices that connect students’ learning inside school with their lived realities outside school.

#discourse/culturalanalysis #literacy #race #schooling


Mixed methods study of a Two Way Immersion (TWI) program in Texas where official discourse and policies reflected social justice and equitable language and literacy goals for all students. Findings reveal a marked incongruence between the interpretation and enactment of policies with asymmetrical language and literacy outcomes where the English language and literacy development of Spanish-dominant students was constrained but not the Spanish language and literacy development of their English-dominant peers. Findings suggest educators examine literacy ideologies in policies and practice and be reflexive regarding the local implementation of policy, particularly in meeting the language and literacy needs of students from linguistically subjugated communities.

#discourse/culturalanalysis #secondlanguageliteracy #literacy #policy

Applies discourse analysis to the literature discussion responses of five fifth-grade students who had recently immigrated to the United States from Mexico and El Salvador. Finds that students' background knowledge and experience is dynamic, valuable, and central to their engagement with literature. Students reinvented texts as they moved through a series of locations complicated by the personal and communal, past and present, and nature of media. Argues that researchers and educators must be less interested in what background knowledge students bring to texts and instead ask how students make sense of multiple social locations across time and space. Suggests a “reading-across-communities” approach that foregrounds what students’ responses reveal about their dynamic cultural production as well as expanding the pedagogical boundaries of what is an acceptable response in literature discussion and allowing students to bring their identity and experience to literacy practices.

#discourse/culturalanalysis #literary response/literature/narrative #culture #identity


Examines how students, teachers and staff understood and addressed cultural difference at an urban, public high school in the United States. Reveals that the school’s multicultural practices contradictorily sustained and exacerbated problems and made teachers resistant to multicultural education. Elucidates the ways in which pedagogy that focuses on tensions and conflicts arising from cultural differences offer important possibilities for multicultural education.

#discourse/culturalanalysis #race #culture #pedagogy #schooling #identity


Explores linguistic and cultural ways in which youth in a multiethnic urban high school employ linguistic features of African American Language (AAL) across ethnic lines. Discusses how knowledge about the use of AAL in multiethnic contexts may be applied to language and literacy education and how such linguistic and cultural sharing can help forge interethnic understanding in changing urban schools. Fosters an understanding of the workings of AAL while shedding light on opportunities for including it to enact a pedagogy of pluralism.

#discourse/culturalanalysis #literacy #pedagogy


Explores the social construction of poor African American female adolescents and the identity work girls perform to navigate and rework those constructions. Uses a social semiotic perspective to analyze five social encounters from the author’s own street lit-neo slave narrative of a poor Black urban girl’s path to Ph.D. Includes vignettes which demonstrate how ideologies of gender, race, class, and sex encode and constrain young Black female bodies. Offers a counter-narrative by reading those stories from what the author calls “the bottom up.”

#discourse/culturalanalysis #gender #race #identity


Explores how white students approach racial literacy in a segregated, rural college setting in the United States. Argues for the importance of understanding how emotions inform and propel students’ responses to the ethical challenge of racial literacy. Shows that white students who defended a color-blind stance of ethical judgment accept the emotions, beliefs, and innocent identities linked to their home communities. Shows other white students, adopting a stance of ethical awareness, engaged critically with their emotions so that emotions functioned as a site
Annotated Bibliography

of ethical inquiry. Uses critical emotion studies to consider how emotions might function as a site of engagement and possibility.

#discourse/culturalanalysis #race #culturaldifference #pedagogy

Other Related Research


Literacy

Tags: #literacy #development #identity #linguistic #literacyassessment #familyliteracy #adultliteracy #communityliteracy #spelling


Uses longitudinal data to examine the role of three kinds of linguistic awareness (phonological, orthographic, and morphological) and how each develops across the elementary school grades. Using growth curve analyses of longitudinal assessment results finds that word-level phonological and orthographic awareness show greatest growth during the primary grades but some additional growth thereafter. Finds that three kinds of morphological awareness show greatest growth in the first three or four grades but one—derivation—continues to show substantial growth after fourth grade. Makes the case that phonological awareness, while necessary, is not sufficient for learning to read English—all three kinds of linguistic awareness that are growing during the primary grades need to be coordinated and applied to literacy learning. States that recommendations made by the National Reading Panel need to be amended so that the research evidence supporting the importance of both orthographic and morphological awareness, not only phonological awareness, is acknowledged.

#literacy #reading #development #linguistic

Investigates the use of reading tests with low-literacy adults that have been normed on children. Administers Form A of the Gray Oral Reading Test (GORT) to 193 adults who read at approximately third- through fifth-grade reading equivalency levels. Finds that when test procedures are followed comprehension scores are not correlated with accuracy, rate, and fluency, and the comprehension subtest correlates poorly with other reading-related tests. Many adults exhibited an “atypical” pattern in which they were more successful at higher-level passages rather than earlier passages. Results indicate that educators and researchers should be very cautious when interpreting the test results of adults who have difficulty reading when children’s norm-referenced tests are administered.


Poses the question, “How do mothers and children in a homeless shelter interact with literacy?” and uses a social literacy framework to understand the participants and their actions. Employs a qualitative design and the collection of participant observation data in one homeless shelter. Includes findings from interviews with one shelter’s residents and other stakeholders such as teachers, administrators, shelter staff at various shelters, and homelessness experts across Los Angeles County, California. Identifies three institutions that were part of the participants’ lives: (a) the public library, in which choice was a major factor; (b) the church, which focused on reading the Bible; and (c) schools, where literacy was tied to evaluative outcomes. Findings focus on the influence of different institutions on the literacy practices of families in crisis and suggests ways to further support reading and writing for children living without homes.


Uses data from the Isle of Wight epidemiological studies in which poor and normally developing adolescent readers were assessed in literacy including spelling skills. Participants were re-contacted at mid-life (44–45 years), completed a spelling test, and reported on educational accomplishment, perceived adult spelling competence, and problems in day-to-day literacy tasks. Finds that individual differences in spelling were highly persistent across the 30-year follow-up with correlations between spelling at ages 14 and 44 years of $r = .91$ for poor readers and $r = .89$ for normally developing readers. Poor readers’ spelling remained markedly impaired at mid-life, with some evidence that they had fallen further behind over the follow-up period. Notes that exposure to reading materials in home and work environments helped some poor readers improve their skills and recommends encouraging young people with reading difficulties to maintain their exposure to reading and writing over the long term.


Analyzes student achievement and teacher professional development in America’s high-poverty schools, which consist of 17% of all schools, an increase of 5% since 1999/2000. Finds that 46% of Latino/Hispanic and 34% of Black students attend high-poverty elementary schools, compared to 5% of White students. Sixteen percent of students in high poverty schools are limited-English proficient (LEP) compared to 2% attending low-poverty schools. Eighth-grade students in high-poverty schools had an average NAEP reading score of 243 versus a score of 277 for students in low-poverty school, a difference of 34 points, an increase of 1% since 1998. Thirty-eight percent of teachers in high-poverty schools had a master’s degree compared to
52% of teachers in low-poverty schools. Sixty-eight percent of 12th grade students in high-poverty schools graduated compared to 91% percent of 12th grade students in low-poverty schools. Only 28% of students from high-poverty schools enroll in college immediately after high school, compared to 52% of students from low-poverty secondary schools. Twenty-two percent of teachers in high-poverty schools had less than three years of teaching experience, compared to 15% of teachers in low-poverty schools.


Provides a review of boys’ education contained in three influential commissioned reports from Australia and the UK government. Analyzes the reports with a critical lens indicating that the results were drawn on the basis of minimal research engagement with students’ out of school lives. Conducts a study in six schools in South Australia that employs a socio-cultural lens to understand students’ out-of-school lives and the relationship between these experiences and their in-school lives. Identifies knowledge about students’ encounters with literacy practices outside the formal classroom, and shows that supporting teachers as they learn about boys’ out-of-school literacies can produce some pedagogical changes which benefited the boys and all students in the setting.


Conducts a content analysis of thematic coverage of literacy in 329 articles in *The New York Times* from 2006 to 2009. Employs semantic mapping analysis to determine how the topic of literacy is framed by *The New York Times* as determined by the saliency of coverage of literacy based on the number of articles on the topic as well as the article length. Literacy as topic was framed primarily in terms of traditional print-based notions of literacy that emphasizes language competence within traditional notion of schooling, as opposed to social, new media notions of literacy.


Conducts a longitudinal ethnographic and phenomenological inquiry to explore the change process that led a marginal school to become one of the highest achieving elementary schools in a large, urban district. Suggests that when teachers place literacy at the center of instruction in all areas by implementing inquiry-based learning vs. textbook-led instruction, align curriculum with local and state standards and assessments, and commit to responsive assessment-based literacy instruction, that gains in reading achievement can be observed. Also, finds that teachers better meet the needs, interests, and lives of their students and have more control over their teaching as they seek to become culturally relevant educators.


Investigates the language and literacy environments of 1046 children from low-income families at three points across their first years of life: at 14, 24, and 36 months of age. Examines children’s participation in literacy activities, the quality of mothers’ engagements with their children, and the provision of age-appropriate learning materials. Finds that each aspect of the literacy environment uniquely contributed to the prediction of children’s language and cognitive skills at
each age, beyond child and family characteristics and that experiences at each of the three ages explained unique variance in children’s 36-month language and cognitive skills. Documents the enormous variation that exists in the literacy environments of children from low-income families across the first three years of life. Recommends targeted early interventions with young children and parents from low-income families beginning as early as the first year of life.

#literacy #familyliteracy #communityliteracy #child


Contains case studies of two urban elementary schools that were supported by effective literacy coaches. Describes the improvements in reading and writing instruction and in the overall school culture that study participants attributed to the efforts of the coaches. Identifies the coaches’ beliefs and practices, considered by study participants to have had a positive impact on teachers, and identified as helpful to teachers to improve classroom instruction and change school culture. Outlines the school leadership and management decisions needed to support the coaches’ work, including providing time and resources to sustain improvements.

#literacy #professionaldevelopment/teachereducation #reading #writing


Investigates the psychometric properties of the Phonological Awareness Literacy Screening for Preschool (PALS-PreK) instrument used with a sample of 4518 children in a statewide literacy project. PALS-PreK assesses emergent literacy skills in preschool-aged children including alphabet knowledge, phonological awareness, and print concepts. Uses Factor Analysis to evaluate the underlying structure of the assessment leading to an alphabet factor and a print and phonological factor. Results suggest that PALS-PreK effectively measures the most important precursors to successful literacy acquisition with generally the same degree of accuracy for boys and girls. Because of the need for instructional transparency of assessments in order to increase preschool teachers’ capabilities in literacy instruction, the analysis supports using PALS-PreK as a tool for guiding instruction in preschool contexts.

#literacy #reading #literacyassessment #child


Examines influences of family assets on preschool-aged children’s literacy development. One year of information from 85 families considers the work of researchers to describe family assets, including: family resources, family routines, and parenting stress. Uses three family asset variables via three scales as described in the article and each child’s literacy outcomes. Analysis utilizes correlations and the use of structural modeling computer programs to test a model. Concludes that the more frequent the reported routines in the household, the more likely parents were to engage their children in literacy enhancing activities which in turn show higher print knowledge and reading interest.

#literacy #reading #familyliteracy #child


Conducts an ethnographic investigation of the ways adolescent students influenced their families’ involvement within a poetry program designed to involve families in school life. Data were collected from focus groups, observations, interviews, out-of-school poetry events, and collections of poetry written by the urban eighth-grade middle-school students. Finds that adolescents play
an important role in family involvement programs at school, falling into three distinct groups: 1) students who believed that the poetry workshop was congruent with parent participation, 2) students who actively kept their parents away because of the personal nature of the poetry, and 3) students who blocked parent involvement because of perceived stress and time constraints of the parents. States that implementing programs that allow community and family participation can enhance literacy learning for adolescent students and suggests that it is important to align the goals of the program with ways that families interact.

#literacy #literaryresponse/literature/narrative #familyliteracy #adolescent

Other Related Research


Annotated Bibliography


Literary Response/Literature/Narrative

Tags: #literaryresponse/literature/narrative #engagement #instruction #genreknowledge #discussion #interpretation #culturalvalues/models #storydevelopment #aestheticresponse #adolescentliterature #perspectivetaking #developmentaldifferences


Analyzes 19 third graders’ responses to written texts and illustrations in two stories, one in the beginning and one at the end of a semester, as well as students’ own illustrations and reflections on creating their illustrations related to an integrated art/literature curriculum. Coding of student retellings, interview reflections, and field-note observations indicated marked increases over time in story comprehension/inferences of the writing and pictorial text, use of artistic language, and inferences about the meaning of illustrations. Suggests the value of incorporating art instruction to help students integrate responses to print and images.


Examines college students’ knowledge of popular genres as determined by short essays on fantasy, science fiction, or romance. Semantic/lexical analysis of the essays identified four clusters: (1) science and technology as a key theme in science fiction, (2) women and courtship as a theme of romance novels, (3) narrative and plot structure, and (4) a focus on feelings depicted in the text or evoked in the reader. Individual differences in prior reading experience of a genre had little influence on essays on fantasy and science fiction, although essays on romance did differ according to prior reading experience. Readers with little experience with romance focused on the theme and plot structure, while more experienced readers focused more on their own and characters’ emotions. Suggests that rather than genre knowledge developing primarily from reading experience in a genre, that readers acquire knowledge of some genres from a variety of popular cultural sources, for example, knowledge of fantasy and science fiction from films.


Reports on results of The Teenreads.com 2009 Reader Survey completed by 4073 respondents regarding their reading in the previous three or six months. Seventy-five percent of respondents were 18-years-old or younger and 96% were females. Thirty-four percent read more than 10 books a month for pleasure during the school year; 24% read six to 10, and 28% read three to five. The most popular genres were romance (51%), humor (45%), mystery (33%), sci-fi/fantasy (31%), and action/superhero (26%). Eighty-three percent of teens are influenced by their friends’ book recommendations versus family members (52%), teachers (47%) and librarians (36%). Eighty-five percent visit their favorite authors’ websites for information about upcoming titles. Forty-six percent of the respondents watch online book trailers, and 45% have purchased books
after watching them. Eighty-three percent like to read a book before they see the movie version. While only 17% are in book clubs, 45% are interested in either being in a club (38%) or starting one (7%). Forty-nine percent indicate that they have no interest in reading e-books. Seventy-seven percent play online games; 56% indicated they would like more online tie-ins to books. Suggests that many teens are active readers and that online resources shape their reading choices.


Analyzes 364 narratives about personal experiences with conflict written by urban fourth, fifth, and sixth graders in terms of children's narrative and perspective-taking skills and the responses to conflict they described. Several features of narrative were reliably coded, including level of violence described in the story, children's descriptions of internal states, moral evaluations, and responses to conflict. Children described the use of communication as a response to conflict more than any other response. Qualitative analyses revealed a relationship between children's response to conflict and their narrative skills, moral evaluations, and descriptions of emotion, intentions, and mental states. Children who reported the use of communication in response to conflict wrote stories containing very low levels of violence and also displayed attentiveness to others' internal states and strong narrative form. In contrast, children whose narratives reported the use of retaliation in response to conflict were unlikely to report about internal states or to display strong narrative form. Recommendations are given for dealing with conflict in the classroom, for focusing on narrative skill development, and for creating a narrative culture within schools.


Using an archive of children's book reviews of Roald Dahl's *The BFG* posted on the website of the Spaghetti Book Club, this study analyzed 30 reviews and accompanying illustrations produced by fourth-grade students. Analysis reveals children's capacity to create personal meaning in tandem with text while demonstrating sophisticated negotiations between self and story. Reviews indicate that many approached text as an opportunity for aesthetic experience, while also maintaining self-awareness of themselves as children within a larger community. Calls into question distinctions between fantasy and reality in reader response studies.


Analyzes 16 English teachers' methods of teaching literature through classroom observations, focus groups, and interviews relative to their integration of new digital/media literacies into their teaching. While literature instruction remains the central focus of their English instruction, teachers integrate new literacies into hybrid instructional activities—engaging in e-mail conversation between *Romeo and Juliet* characters, texting between characters in *The Crucible*, and creating MySpace profiles for characters from *Pride and Prejudice*. While students were engaged in these activities, their variation in technological expertise posed a challenge, suggesting the need for teachers to provide more overt instruction in use of digital/media tools in hybrid instructional activities.

Examines conceptions of adolescence held by 17 preservice teachers who then read five adolescent novels and created teaching activities. Analyzes participants’ written responses to the novels and narratives explicating the activities they created. Finds that participants tend to essentialize adolescence and those conceptions carried over into their pedagogical beliefs about ways that they might engage their future students in adolescent literature. Argues for secondary literacy teachers and literacy teacher educators to rethink and complicate their normalized assumptions of adolescence and secondary students in order to forge stronger bonds between literature and lives.

#literaryresponse/literature/narrative #professionaldevelopment/teachereducation #adolescent


Analyzes the effects of instruction in “topoi” of literary analysis based on common literary themes on students’ argumentative writing about literature. Low-ability 10th and 11th graders received instruction on the “ubiquity topos” related to consistent use of certain images, symbols, or language, or the “paradox topos” through analysis of tensions/contradiction in a text. They also received instruction in THE READER mnemonic (Graff, 2003: [THEsis supported by REAsons/Details; Explain how these details are related to the reasons or thesis; and Review of their argument]). Analysis of pre-versus post-argumentative essays found that this instruction resulted in higher quality essays in terms of citing supporting evidence and employing warrants; students focused more on the topos for which they had received instruction.

#literaryresponse/literature/narrative #writing #interpretation #instruction


Examines 4- to 6-year-olds’ inferred exposure to narrative children’s literature, television, and film and assessed their theory-of-mind. Controlling for age, gender, vocabulary, and parental income, results indicate that exposure to children’s narrative fiction predicted theory-of-mind abilities, as did exposure to children’s movies, but not to children’s television.

#literaryresponse/literature/narrative #medialiteracy/use #perspectivetaking #child


Analyzes character representations using cluster analysis of 13-year-old, 17-year-old, and adult readers (16 in each group) in responding to two texts, a Saga chapter, and a contemporary novel. Finds that character representations were affected by age, but not by expertise or gender, or other aspects of response. Participants’ construction of mental models went beyond information present in texts (such as physical characteristics), along with descriptions of personality traits that were inferred from texts. Mental models were also affected by cultural schemata. Expertise impacted readers’ ratings of both texts, whereas gender and age did not affect ratings.

#literaryresponse/literature/narrative #culturalvalues/models #developmentaldifferences


Analyzes ten American and 32 Swedish English education students’ ten-day online discussion responses to a short story portraying a relationship between an American and Swedish character that ends due to racial conflict. Discourse analysis of the students’ posts focusing on cultural identities and stances identified five patterns: asserting/confirming ideas about story events,
identities, or practices; comparing to how people in one’s own culture might act in a similar way; contextualizing or explaining cultural practices and identities; comparing information about cultural differences; and reflecting on how cultural differences influence practices. Rather than criticize others’ cultural values, students’ were open to valuing differences in others’ cultural values. Suggests the value of mediating intercultural critical literacy through online forum exchanges across different cultures.

#literaryresponse/literature/narrative #culturalvalues/models #discussion #interpretation


Examines whether and how 48 fourth-, eighth-, and twelfth-grade students recognize and process texts in poetic or prose form, using think-aloud protocols. Fourth graders did not recognize poems as differing from prose; eighth graders did distinguish between poetry and prose, but did not spend time seeking to understand the poems as poetry. Only the 12th graders spent a significant amount of time processing poetic texts by using their own genre-based expectations and the poetic devices particular to each text. Concludes that what students attend to and how they process a poetic text changes systematically across time, and that these changes involve the formal literary education they receive in school.

#literaryresponse/literature/narrative #genreknowledge #interpretation #developmentaldifferences


Surveys 606 14-year-old Australian students on their reading interests. Finds that while 40% reported frequently reading novels outside of school, 47% of those students were females as compared to 31% of males. Forty percent of females stated that they frequently read magazines, compared to only 16% of males. Females liked to read drama (57%) and romance (50%), while males did not like reading these genres. Over 70% could list a favorite author, with J. K. Rowling being the most frequently mentioned author. When students were asked to rate themselves as “readers” on a scale of 1 to 10, 33% placed themselves in a “high” category (8–10), 50% in a “medium” category (4–7), and 17% in a “low” category (1–3). Eighty-five percent of those in the “high” category frequently read novels outside of school compared to 1% of those in the “low” category; only 30% of those in the “low” category could name a favorite author. However, students’ self-perceptions of themselves as readers depended on their notion of what counted as “reading” in school, which often precluded reading of online material.

#literaryresponse/literature/narrative #reading #adolescentliterature #engagement


Analyzes how U.S. Latino literatures are positioned within ninth- to eleventh-grade teacher-edition literature anthologies. Finds that instructional materials are structured in a linear, hierarchical manner around reading comprehension skills and literary terms related to standards and preparation for standardized tests. The diversity of authors included from different Latino/Latina groups was often limited to certain Mexican-American or Chicano/Chicana authors resulting in under-representation of Latino/Latina and Hispanic groups. Analysis of instructional materials for teaching about Sandra Cisneros indicates that she is depicted primarily in terms of her successes in moving beyond her working-class background as stereotypical symbol of a success story. This thematic framework was then used to define how her literature should be interpreted as a representation of the “other” relative to mainstream American literature. Suggests the need for more inclusive selection of authors from different groups and adoption of
alternative frameworks consistent with more authentic cultural and economic contexts shaping authors’ lives.
#literaryresponse/literature/narrative #discourse/culturalanalysis #culturalvalues/models #instruction

Investigates an instructional intervention designed to teach story structure to kindergarten and first-grade children from “disadvantaged” homes to improve their comprehension of narratives, in this case, picture storybooks. Results indicate that learning story structures allowed children to recall more ideas and answer more questions about structural elements of stories. Suggests that instruction about story structure can help emergent readers develop story comprehension.
#literaryresponse/literature/narrative #reading #interpretation #child

Analyzes an adolescent female’s cultural models of her working-class/school worlds and worlds portrayed in literature. Finds that she adopted a cultural model that even while life is difficult, good people who struggle to overcome adversities regain agency and deserve sympathy. Analysis of her responses indicates that this cultural model shaped her selection of texts (preferring novels about real life over fantasy) and interpretations of characters’ actions. While this cultural model is productive in providing her with a sense of “flexible moral realism” in recognizing how characters’ questionable actions may be shaped by challenging social contexts, at the same time, this model may be limiting in that she was critical of characters who are not motivated to change their social situation or status. Suggests the need to help students reflect on how the cultural models and stances they apply to texts may both enhance and limit their interpretations.
#literaryresponse/literature/narrative #discourse/culturalanalysis #culturalvalues/models #interpretation

Examines the effectiveness of SRSD (self-regulated strategy development) instruction in improving the story writing of third-grade students. Students were taught a general planning strategy and story-specific strategies for planning and drafting stories. One hundred twenty-seven children from six classes participated. Classes were randomly assigned to the SRSD condition and a control condition. Finds that students in the SRSD condition wrote longer and better stories. The story-writing gains that SRSD students made, were maintained over a short period of time. Concludes that the writing performance of young writers can be improved by teaching them planning strategies and self-regulatory procedures to use these strategies.
#literaryresponse/literature/narrative #writing #writinginstruction #child

Examines the development of narrative writing quality of young writers-at-risk from Turkish descent, and the impact of student background (age, SES, home language) and classroom-population (home language pattern of the classroom) on narrative writing quality. Participants were 106 third-grade and 111 fourth-grade students from seven different schools, who performed the same narrative writing assignment at the beginning and the end of the school year. A qualitative holistic measurement and six objective quantitative features were used to describe students’
narrative texts. Finds that the variance between students’ texts is very large for all features. Home language (Turkish) was found to have a significant negative effect on text quality. The negative impact of low SES was much smaller.


Compares British college students’ perceptions of reading literature with those of their instructors. Finds that students perceive reading as evaluating alternative perspectives, relating ideas to their existing schema, and apprehending the text as object, while instructors perceive reading as intertextual and constructivist, challenging status-quo schema, and developing competing perspectives through text analysis. Suggests that for students, reading functions as a normative reinforcement of their status quo beliefs and ideas while for instructions reading functions to challenge and transform students’ beliefs and ideas.

Other Related Research
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Media Literacy/Use

Tags: #medialiteracy/use #games #films #television #advertising #music #news #audiences #mediaeffects #representations #gender #multiliteracies #multitasking


Surveys 7415 nine- to fifteen-year-olds and 5685 parents regarding media uses and parental guidelines. Of those children aged nine to ten, 38.9% reported viewing less than 30 minutes a day compared to 18.2% of children aged 14 to 15. Of the nine to ten year olds, 16.7% reported viewing more than two hours daily, the limit recommended by experts, compared to 38.9% of 14 to 15 year olds. Less than half of parents set viewing time limits; only 37% of children agreed that their parents set time limits. Children whose parents set viewing limits were more likely to view less television. Males, African American children, children from low-income families, and children who were not aware of parental limits were more likely to view more than two hours daily. Children who are more involved with sports teams, physical activities, or organized activities were less likely to view more than two hours daily. #medialiteracy/use #television #child #adolescent

Identifies seven factors that best predict exposure to television: ritualistic motivations, use of the Internet, audience availability, the cost of multi-channel service, age, instrumental motivations, and gender. No single factor serves to explain variance in television exposure.


Analyzes frequency of physical, verbal, and relational aggression in 10 most popular UK reality television versus non-reality television programs in 2007. Verbal aggression was the most frequent type of aggression in both types of programs. Finds more relational aggression (for example, the use of gossip to demean others) in reality than non-reality shows. Some shows that contain high levels of both verbal and relational aggression contain little physical aggression. Females were more likely to be portrayed as employing relational aggression. Interactive reality shows did not show more aggression overall than non-interactive shows.


Develops a framework for analyzing use of semiotic and cinematography tools constituting identity construction and representations in youth-produced film as applied to analysis of a youth-produced film. Finds that this film portrays identity themes through use of film elements and editing. Suggests the importance of analyzing these films as a means by which marginalized youth explore their identity constructions in multimodal ways outside of traditional institutional literacy practices.


Surveys 2002 eight- to eighteen-year-olds’ entertainment media use between October 2008 and May 2009. Finds that they average 7 hours and 38 minutes a day or more than 53 hours a week (with multitasking the 7½ hours is up to 10 hours and 45 minutes a day), an increase of one hour and 17 minutes since 2004. Since 2004, cell phone ownership has increased from 39% to 66% and iPod/MP3 players have increased from 18% to 76%, with mobile devices involving 49 minutes daily of listening to music, playing games, and watching videos. Only a third have parental rules limiting media use; those with rules devote less time to media than those without rules. One half indicate that their TV is on in the home “most of the time”; 71% have a TV in their bedroom. About half of heavy media users (more than 16 hours a day) indicate that they usually get lower grades than light users (less than 3 hours a day). Black children devote 6 hours a day to TV viewing; Hispanic children, 3½ hours; and White children, 3½ hours. Due to the increase in online viewing, TV viewing has increased by 25 minutes a day from 2004. Children devote 22 minutes a day to social networking (74% of 7th–12th graders have a profile); 17 minutes to playing games; and 15 minutes to visiting video sites. They also devote 25 minutes a day to reading books; reading of magazines and newspapers has declined from 14 minutes to 9 minutes. While 42% read newspapers in 1999, only 23% read newspapers in 2009. Females devote more time than males to social networking, listening to music, and reading, while males spend more time playing console video/computer games and going to video websites. In addition to this media use, they devote 1 hour and 35 minutes a day to texting.

---

#medialiteracy/use #television #audiences #gender

#medialiteracy/use #television #representations #gender

#medialiteracy/use #discourse/culturalanalysis #films #adolescent

#medialiteracy/use #technology/digitaltools #multitasking #television

Conducts content analysis of 11,000 news stories on 1,000 half-hours of local news on eight Los Angeles stations in August and September, 2009. Finds that local political/government news receives an average of 22 seconds of coverage while economic/business news averaged 29 seconds, contrasted with crime stories, 2.50 minutes; sports/weather, 3.36 minutes; "soft news," 3.36 minutes; teaser promotions, 2.10 minutes; and ads, 8.25 minutes; crime stories led in one in three broadcasts. About 4 minutes were devoted to any aspect of local Los Angeles events. Analysis of the Los Angeles Times coverage during the same time period indicated that 10% of its front page stories were devoted to local government news compared to 8.5% of lead TV news stories. Indicates that, in contrast to the newspaper, these eight stations provide little or no coverage of local government, business, or economic news.


Examines the influence of emotions on TV-viewers’ responses to fictional versus documentary TV. Conducts two experiments manipulating viewers’ emotions and program content (fiction versus reality-based). Finds that when viewers believe that a program is fiction, high emotion viewers perceive that program to be more realistic and having more informational value than low-emotion viewers. Finds that empathy influenced perceptions of realism and informational value. Suggests that high-emotions viewers are more likely to perceive fictional TV as realistic than low-emotion viewers.


Conducts a content analysis of 86 citizen blog sites, 53 citizen news sites, and 63 daily newspaper sites in June and July 2009 to determine the degree to which citizen journalism on blogs or news sites can compensate or complement declines in daily newspapers’ news coverage. Finds that only 25% of the citizen sites publish on a daily basis and have significantly fewer news items than daily newspaper sites which were more likely to include more interactive features such as RSS feeds. Citizen sites included more external links and links to local city sites. Suggests that while citizen journalism is not an adequate substitute for mainstream journalism, it can complement mainstream journalism by providing opinions and coverage of neighborhood news often not contained in daily newspaper sites.


Conducts a content analysis of gender differences related to portrayals of physical and social aggression in children’s television cartoons on Cartoon Network, Nickelodeon, and Toon Disney. Finds that male characters are more likely to display acts of physical aggression while female characters are more likely to display acts of social aggression. Acts of aggression occur between children or teen characters and not adult characters. There was little portrayal of retribution or defensive responses to these acts of aggression.

Analyzes the influence of representations of race and crime in TV news programs on viewers’ racial attitudes. Finds that the viewer’s gender and the race of the suspect influences racial attitudes and attributions about the victim and perpetrator. In another study, the race of the suspect had a significant effect on attitudes towards Blacks. Suggests that TV news portrayals of Blacks associated with crime stories has an influence on racial attitudes towards Blacks.

#medialiteracy/use #discourse/culturalanalysis #television #news


Conducts a pre-post controlled experiment to examine the effects of instruction in media literacy on 239 undergraduates enrolled in media literacy courses. Finds that these courses increased students’ ability to comprehend, evaluate, and analyze media messages. Students enrolled in these courses were also more likely to critically analyze media’s negative role in society in focus group discussions than were students who had not taken these courses.

#medialiteracy/use #discourse/culturalanalysis #adolescent


Contrasts the effects of narrative versus non-narrative presentation of video presentations on teen pregnancy on 367 undergraduates’ degree of resistance to persuasion. Finds that narrative presentation was more likely to reduce resistance by fostering interaction with characters and decreasing perceptions of a persuasive agenda. Identification with characters serves to decrease counterarguing, while, at the same time, transportation into the narrative resulted in an increase in counterarguing.

#medialiteracy/use #literaryresponse/literature/narrative #mediaeffects


Surveys British 5–15 year olds’ media use in 2009. Children home Internet access has increased, with children in low-income homes less likely to have access. Three-fourths of 12–15 year olds and two-thirds of 8–11 year olds have a TV in their bedroom; 31% of 12–15 year olds have Internet access in their bedroom; 71% of 8–11 year olds and 74% of 8–11 year olds have game consoles in their bedrooms. Sixty-eight percent of parents believe that the benefits of using the Internet outweigh the risks; 34% of parents of 12–15 year olds are concerned about Internet content; 80–90% of 5–11 year olds have rules for TV, Internet, and game use; rules for Internet use for 12–15 year olds are less common, particularly for those who use the Internet alone. Forty-three percent of parents have Internet controls or filtering software; 32% have digital TV access controls. Twenty-one percent of 8–15 year olds have watched TV content on the Internet; most feel confident about using the Internet to create and share media content. Twenty-seven percent of 12–15 year olds believe that search engines provide sites with truthful information; 63% make at least one check on newly-visited sites. Seventy percent of 12–15 year olds and 22% of 8–11 year olds with a home computer have a social networking site profile; they are more likely to restrict access to their profiles than was the case in 2008. Of the 83% of parents who are aware that their children visit social networking sites, 93% check what their child is doing. Only 21% of 8–11 year olds and 36% of 12–15 year olds indicated that they are taught about television at school, compared to 73% of 8–11 year olds and 84% of 12–15 year olds who indicate that they learn about the Internet at school.

#medialiteracy/use #digital/technologytools #child #adolescent

Conducts a longitudinal study using regression analysis of the relationship between 1314 fourth graders’ TV exposure beginning with parental reports of weekly TV viewing at 29 and 53 months of age. Finds that 2 year olds watch 8.8 hours a week and 4 year olds watch 14.8 hours a week. Each additional hour of TV viewing at 29 months was related to a 7% and 6% decline in classroom engagement, a 15% decline in doing weekend physical activity, a 9% and 10% increase in soft drink/snack consumption, and a 5% increase in body mass index. Suggests that heavy television viewing has a detrimental influence during the pre-school years when the brain is rapidly developing.

#medialiteracy/ #television #mediaeffects #child


Surveys users accessing of online news from June, 2009 to January, 2010. Finds that 44% of online news users get news at least a few times a week through emails, blogs, or posts from social networking sites, indicating that the news that people get via social media differs from what they obtain from mainstream news outlets. Blogs shared the same lead story with traditional media in just 13 of the 49 weeks studied; 17% of the top five linked-to stories related to politics; most all of the stories were from mainstream online news—80% of the stories on blogs derive from the BBC, CNN, the New York Times, and the Washington Post. Twitter shared the same stories for just four weeks of the 29 weeks studied; 43% of the top five linked-to stories related to technology; about 50% of their stories were from online mainstream news. These stories also remain for a much shorter time than on online news sites.

#medialiteracy/use #digital/technologytools #news


Analyzes two groups of adolescents’ screen time (television, video or DVD, gaming, and computer use) related to parental and peer attachments. Finds that high television viewing time and low time devoted to reading or homework was related to low parental attachment. For one group, high time devoted to playing on a computer was related to low parental attachment; for the other group, high television viewing was related to low peer attachment. Suggests that television viewing can limit building attachments to parents.

#medialiteracy/use #television #adolescent


Investigates 741 grade 8–10 adolescents’ television program choices to determine choices related to sexual content on those programs. Codes 3 episodes from each of 25 regularly-watched television programs by these adolescents according to characters’ interactions and types of sexual conduct. Identifies eight different clusters of adolescents according to frequency of viewing, ranging from less than a half an hour a day to two or more than two hours a day. Finds that adolescents in each of these eight clusters viewed programs that were both high and low in sexual conduct; identifies particular program preferences for each cluster. No clusters exhibited an exclusive preference for sexual conduct, suggesting that frequency of viewing is not necessarily related to exposure to sexual conduct in preferred television programs.

#medialiteracy/use #television #adolescent #mediaeffects

Analyzes the status of females in 100 top-grossing films in 2007. Finds that females characters consist of only 29.9% of the 4379 speaking characters and less than 20% of the protagonists were female, results similar to a previous analysis that found that only 27% of 15,000 speaking characters in films released between 1990 and 2006 were females. For the 100 films, 2.7% had female directors, 11.2% had female writers, and 20.5% had female producers. Films with female directors, writers, and/or producers depicted more female characters than did films with male directors. Female characters were more likely to be thin, younger, and portrayed in sexualized ways than male characters. However, when portrayed as protagonists, female characters were portrayed in relatively complex ways as both strong and weak, heroic and villainous.


Compares implementation of a multiliteracies curriculum in two different groups in traditional school settings, an “elite mainstream” and an “excluded minority” group, curriculum designed to enhance these students’ engagement with schooling. Finds that while a multiliteracy curriculum did enhance high-performing and at-risk students’ engagement, that this curriculum focus remains as peripheral to print-based curriculum designed for most students.


Analyze 3393 Toronto high school students’ preferences for certain types of representations in music related to their self-reported criminal behavior and resistant attitudes. Identifies a group of participants with a strong preference for rap who report significantly more delinquent behavior and stronger feelings of inequity and injustice than listeners with other musical tastes. At the same time, these relationships varied according to racial identity with Black and White subgroups aligning themselves with resistance representations while Asians do not. Whites and Asians report significant involvement in crime and delinquency, while Blacks do not. Challenges the stereotypical relationship between rap music and Black’s attitudes/criminal behavior.


Examines 174 viewers’ responses to characters from the TV series, Lost, perceived to be liked, neutral, or disliked. Viewers noted the importance of similarity with characters as a strong predictor of identification and parasocial interaction with characters. Identification with characters predicted parasocial interaction. Parasocial interaction, but not identification, predicted the degree of wanting to change to be like characters. These responses were higher for liked and neutral characters than for disliked characters.


Compares 47 users’ reading of narrative versus inverted pyramid writing style of four online news stories related to cognitive processing of accompanying video clips. Reading inverted pyramid stories requires more allocation of cognitive resources for processing the video clips than was the case for narrative stories. Reading narratives resulted in more recognition of story details than for the inverted pyramid style. Suggests the need to consider importance of structuring online news stories related to processing accompanying videos.
Other Related Research


Albers, P., & Sanders, J. (Eds.). (2010). Literacies, the arts, & multimodality. Urbana, IL: NCTE.


Annotated Bibliography


**Professional Development/Teacher Education Related to Teaching English**

Tags: #professionaldevelopment/teachereducation #preservice #inservice #mentoring/coaching #sociocultural/collaborativelearning/inquirygroups/communities #critical/reflectivepractice #pedagogical/contentknowledge/culturallyrelevantpedagogy #teacheridentity #teacherbeliefs/assumptions #teacherretention/turnover #studentteaching #actionresearch/inquirycycles


Explores the power of the narrative approach/storytelling as an alternative approach to reflection for preservice teachers during their field experiences. Findings imply a need for increased use of storytelling in teacher preparation programs as a means to promote critical reflection and to help preservice teachers to make important connections between theory and practice. #professionaldevelopment/teachereducation #literacy #critical/reflectivepractice #teacheridentity

Provides ten lessons learned from a five-year mixed method research project to develop urban literacy coaches in a large, diverse metropolitan school system. Reports on the progress and documents the gains by schools in the project. Describes survey data from principals and teachers. Reports practices that contribute to the success of the project, as follows: build a strong, communal knowledge base; collaborate to make the curriculum visible in new ways; emphasize culturally relevant instruction and resources; help emergent coaches define their roles over time; support coaches in developing a model for goal setting and coaching cycles; build understanding that development as a coach has recursive phases; provide facilitation that differentiates for coaches-in-training; design methods for coaches to build teams around student data and shared inquiry; help coaches balance “fidelity of treatment” with “formative treatment;” and, finally, connect coaches with the wider professional community.

#professionaldevelopment/teachereducation #mentoring/coaching #inservice #pedagogical/contentknowledge/culturallyrelevantpedagogy

Córdova, R. A., & Matthiesen, A. L. (2010). Reading, writing, and mapping our worlds into being: Shared teacher inquiries into whose literacies count. The Reading Teacher, 63(6), 452–463. Conducts an ethnographic examination of how an innovative professional learning community can have important consequences for teachers’ professional lives. Specifically focused on one urban, second-grade classroom, this study reveals how a teacher engages her students to explore their lived experiences as material resources for in-school literacies learning, and in doing so makes way for a hybridized expanded literacy curriculum. Argues for creating spaces for collaborative professional communities that encourage participants to learn a language of inquiry that in turn can lead to powerful transformations in practice.

#professionaldevelopment/teachereducation #medialiteracy/use #inservice #critical/reflective-practice

Daisey, P. (2009). The writing experiences and beliefs of secondary teacher candidates. Teacher Education Quarterly, 36(4), 157–172. Employs both qualitative and quantitative methods to examine 124 secondary teacher candidates’ attitudes and beliefs about writing. Finds wide differences of enjoyment levels for writing among teacher candidates. Implications for teacher educators include interventions aimed at providing nurturing writing environments to help teacher candidates examine their assumptions about writing in order to help them imagine a new identity as writers.

#professionaldevelopment/teachereducation #writing #preservice #teacherattitudes/beliefs


#professionaldevelopment/teachereducation #literacyresponse/literature/narrative #literacy #sociocultural/collaborativelearning/inquirygroups/communities

Early, J. S., & Shagoury, R. (2010). Learning from the lived experiences of new language arts teachers working in diverse urban schools. Teaching and Teacher Education: An International Journal of Research and Studies, 26(4), 1049–1058. Examines the factors, challenges, people, and events that impact the teaching lives of new language arts teachers teaching in urban, diverse, and underserved schools. Reports ethnographic interview findings emerging as clear patterns from their interviews related to the reputation of
the school: the role of the school leaders, the role of other new teachers, teacher identity, and the impact of teacher preparation programs. Data on the school culture and personnel also reveal important information on the obstacles these teachers face and the supports that sustain them. Recommends potential future research to broaden our understanding of how to attract, support, and retain new teachers in the field of language arts education.


Garner, G., & Rosaen, C. (2009). Strengthening partnerships and boosting conceptual connections in preservice field experience. *Teaching Education, 20*(4), 329–342. Examines the Partner Classroom pilot program experiences carried out for two sections of a literacy methods course across two different semesters (n = 41) to provide “high quality,” “targeted” field experiences in a senior-level elementary literacy methods course. The aim was to shift the focus from passive watching and engagement in routine classroom tasks to emphasis on guided observations, debriefing with classroom teachers, and interacting with students. Investigates what teacher candidates notice and value, and how they make sense of one classroom visit each semester. Finds that candidates value observing a “real” teacher in action to help course concepts and theories come alive, comparing and contrasting their regular classroom placement with an observation in a different school setting, and discussing their observations with teachers and principals. Provides next steps for strengthening partnerships for enhanced teacher candidate learning and implications for future research.

Gere, A. R., Buehler, J., Dallavis, C., & Haviland, V. S. (2009). A visibility project: Learning to see how preservice teachers take up culturally responsive pedagogy. *American Educational Research Journal, 46*(3), 816–852. Examines the ways in which raced consciousness inflects developing understandings of cultural responsiveness among preservice teachers whose preparation included responses to imaginative engagement with literary texts, interactions in an underresourced school, and exploration of key concepts of culturally responsive pedagogy. Case and discourse analysis identifies how this preparation created spaces that made the diverse and complex understandings of cultural responsiveness held by teacher candidates and instructors visible and how raced consciousness shaped these understandings. Findings suggest that incorporation of multicultural literary texts, continual interrogation of attitudes toward race and racism, and explicit engagement with raced consciousness fosters learning about how beginning teachers take up cultural responsiveness, given the persistent stereotypes and the raced consciousness that shape their language and perceptions.


Examines the impact of monthly teacher induction programs for 1009 beginning teachers in 418 schools in 17 districts over a three year period from 2006–2008. When compared to a control group of teachers who did not participate in inductive programs, finds no impacts on retention rates, classroom practices, and student achievement after the first year of these programs. For teachers engaged in a two-year induction programs in seven of the districts, there was no impact on student achievement after each of two years, but for the third year after completion of the two-year induction, there was positive impact on reading and math for students with teachers participating in the programs versus control group teachers who did not participate in the programs.

#professionaldevelopment/teachereducation #inservice #mentoring/coaching #teacherrention/turnover


Examines the relations among preschool teachers’ self-efficacy (N = 67), classroom quality (instructional and emotional support), and children’s (N = 328) gains in print awareness and vocabulary knowledge over an academic year in the United States. Results indicated that teachers’ self-efficacy and classroom quality served as significant and positive predictors of children’s gains in print awareness but not vocabulary knowledge. Results also showed a significant interaction among teachers’ self-efficacy, classroom quality, and vocabulary gains; for children of teachers with higher levels of self-efficacy, higher levels of classroom quality (emotional support) were associated with higher vocabulary gains.

#professionaldevelopment/teachereducation #literacy #teacheridentity #inservice


Maps candidates’ responses to a preservice literacy course designed to (a) relocate teacher candidates’ literacy histories and beliefs from a personal to a political frame, and (b) promote critical reflection and complex understandings of literacy, teaching, and learning. Confirms through case analysis (n=7) the effectiveness of conditions created in the course and a need for further attention to issues of power and the unconscious in learning to teach literacy.

#professionaldevelopment/teachereducation #criticalreflectivepractice #teacheridentity #preservice


Reports on a multifaceted, collaborative professional-development intervention designed to equip teachers with a range of strategies, tools, and methodologies to raise literacy standards as implemented over the course of two years across two grade levels in a disadvantaged urban school. Finds that teachers were successful in both raising student achievement and in developing their classrooms into highly motivating, engaging, and literate communities with higher expectations for students’ literacy development, greater instructional self-efficacy, and deeper knowledge about implementing a research-based, balanced literacy framework.

#professionaldevelopment/teachereducation #literacy #inservice #pedagogical/contentknowledge/culturallyrelevantpedagogy

Analyses the discourses that emerged from interviews with a group of Australian primary teachers who talked about their reactions to teaching media. Findings indicate teachers who embraced this area of learning had a more futures-oriented view of their identity. However, there were still teachers who retained a more traditionalist perception of their role, including some who viewed teaching media as an unnecessary burden. Contrasting perspectives suggest that a crisis in identity will remain unless the boundaries that separate conventional literacies from new literacies can be challenged.


Investigates teachers’ visions of ideal teaching and its impact on practice. Describes trends in teachers’ visions in the preservice and inservice years across one cohort of new teachers. Explores the characteristics of vision for three subgroups based on scores reflecting the quality of their practice: those whose practice improved, those whose practice became weaker, and those whose practice remained stable. Teachers who maintained high practice scores or showed improvement on practice scores held visions characterized by specificity and coherence. Two cases are presented to illustrate the role of vision in beginning teachers’ practices.


Surveys 114 North Carolina English teachers and teacher educators regarding their preceptions of teacher preparation in English. Finds general agreement between these two groups—teacher educators expressed high regard for teachers’ judgments of their student teachers’ performance and teachers expressed support for the quality of beginning teachers prepared in the teacher educators’ programs. Both groups agree that preservice teachers should have an English major and should take specific English methods courses. Teacher educators differed from teachers on the need to lower NCATE’s 2.5 GPA admission requirement; urban teachers differed with teacher educators on the need for bi-weekly supervision visits. The high level of agreement challenges assumptions that English educators are “out of touch” with classroom teachers.

Parker, D. C. (2010). Writing and becoming [a teacher]: Teacher candidates’ literacy narratives over four years. *Teaching and Teacher Education, 26*(6), 1249–1260

Tracks 30 preservice teachers’ use of letter writing over a four-year period. Finds that sharing of narratives and dialogue functioned to foster reflection about issues and development as teachers, suggesting the value of letter writing as a tool for reflection.


Focuses on the progress and experiences which facilitate student-teachers’ development while training to teach reading to 11- to 14-year-olds in London secondary schools. Finds that it is the interaction and tensions between the student teachers’ personal reading histories, engagement in theory, and practice within the social environment of the classroom that shape their burgeoning identities as teachers of literature and reading. Suggests the importance of student teachers’ developing a sense of confidence that enables them to look beyond approaches advo-
Annotated Bibliography


Examines eight preservice teachers’ multigenre reflections connecting theory and practice from course readings in an English methods course. Results show that participants reconceived their analysis of course readings in narrative formats and thus broke genre boundaries, extended creative writing experiences, and crafted increasingly sophisticated theory-practice links related to English teaching. Argues the case for integrating multigenre writing in methods courses.


Reports on data from 18 middle school teachers describing moments when they sensed that students were having difficulty understanding concepts or task expectations. Identifies different practices associated with teachers’ ability to employ nonverbal cues regarding students’ perceptions leading to reflection about appropriate responses to students’ difficulties in learning. Draws implications for professional development/teacher education on the need for work on teacher perceptions of students’ learning difficulties.


Compares two literacy courses for elementary teacher candidates taught by the same professor with variables held constant with one exception. Course One incorporated a service-learning component as an integral part of the instructional process while Course Two merely asked teacher candidates to teach sample lessons to peers. Results document that incorporating a highly structured service-learning component into a well developed literacy course dramatically increased the self-efficacy of the participants leading to increased implementation of course content/new pedagogies during the remainder of their student teaching experience.


The Clearinghouse (WWC) reviewed 31 studies on Project CRISS® (CReating Independence through Student-owned Strategies), a professional development program for teachers designed to improve reading, writing, and learning for 3rd- through 12th-grade students. The implementation of Project CRISS® does not require a change in the curriculum or materials being used in the classroom, but instead calls for a change in teaching style to focus on three primary concepts derived from cognitive psychology and brain research: (a) monitoring their learning to assess when they have understood content, (b) integrating new information with prior knowledge, and (c) being actively involved in the learning process through discussing, writing, organizing information, and analyzing the structure of text to help improve comprehension. Of the 31 reviewed studies, two of the studies met WWC evidence standards; the remaining twenty-nine studies did not meet either WWC evidence standards or eligibility screens. Based on the two
qualifying studies, the WWC found potentially positive effects of CRISS on comprehension for adolescent learners.

Other Related Research


Houch, B., Lafon, N., McQuillan, B., Shefveland, D., & Watson, D. C. (2009). Literacy as access: Reviewing the data, investigating the skills, knowledge and dispositions and providing evidence-based professional development to serve African American learners more effectively. AILACTE Journal, 6, 41–52.


Stafford, P. M. (2010). Creativity or compliance: Should teacher educators do more to support aspiring teachers’ emergent professional voices? *English in Education, 44*(1), 27–44.


**Reading**

Tags: #reading #comprehension #decoding #vocabulary #fluency #strategies #readingtests #independentreading #policy #motivation/engagement #strugglingreaders #contentliteracy

Examines the effects of monetary incentives on the performance of 2600 12th graders in 59 heterogenous schools in seven states using a reading assessment closely modeled on what is a "low stakes" NAEP reading test to determine the degree to which test scores obtained without such incentives are valid measures of students' reading ability. Students were randomly assigned to a control group (no incentives) or one of two incentive interventions: in a fixed incentive, students were offered $20 at the start of the session; in a contingent incentive, students were offered $5 in advance and $15 for correct responses to each of two randomly chosen questions, so they could earn up to $35. Finds that providing these incentives had significant effects on both student engagement/effort and performance across gender, race, and SES. The contingent incentive had a stronger effect than the fixed incentive, particularly for low-scoring subgroups. Raises issues about the validity of reading test scores in an otherwise "low-stakes" test as well as the use of the NAEP reading scores to identify "achievement gaps" by subgroups.


Examines the impact of a Learning Strategies Curriculum (LSC) on the reading strategy and comprehension of 365 sixth- and ninth-grade students who received strategy instruction versus 290 students who did not receive instruction over a one-year period. Finds that sixth graders who received the strategy instruction were more likely to employ problem-solving strategies and had significantly higher reading comprehension scores than students in the control group; there were no significant effects for the ninth-grade students.


Analyzes changes in reading test scores for 37 states for fourth-grade reading and 34 states for eighth-grade reading since the beginning of NCLB testing according to difference in test subskills and demographic groups. Finds no significant effects on student reading achievement for any of the subskills or significant gains for either fourth or eighth graders over time.


Middle school students who score below proficient on state reading assessments are often placed in remedial reading programs that focus on phonics and decoding skills and do not acknowledge students’ literate abilities. The purpose of this study is to demonstrate the reading abilities of young adolescent readers. Five assessments measuring phonemic awareness, phonics, fluency, vocabulary, and comprehension were administered to 94 students who scored below proficient on a state reading assessment. Cluster analysis revealed four distinct groups of striving adolescent readers. The varying abilities and needs of these populations are presented through profiles of four students, and implications for tiered instructional interventions are discussed.


Researches the impact of access to books in the home on students' literacy development. Ana-
lyzes data from representative national samples in 27 nations, with over 70,000 cases, analyzed using multi-level linear and probit models with multiple imputation of missing data. Finds that children who grow up in homes with many books get 3 years more schooling than children from bookless homes, independent of their parents’ education, occupation, and class. Results show that this is as great an advantage as having university-educated rather than unschooled parents, and twice the advantage of having a professional rather than an unskilled father. Findings hold true for rich and poor nations, across historical time periods; under various governments including under Communism, capitalism, and Apartheid; and most strongly in China.

#reading #discourse/culturalanalysis #motivation/engagement #child


Reports the implementation of the Chicago Public Schools (CPS) schoolwide reform called the Teacher Advancement Program (TAP). Describes the TAP model, including components where teachers can earn extra pay and responsibilities through promotion to mentor or master teacher, as well as annual performance bonuses based on a combination of their value added to student achievement and observed performance in the classroom. Describes the project goal: using the program, schools can attract and retain talented teachers and help all teachers produce greater student achievement. Employs a hybrid research design that relies on both the random assignment of schools to year of implementation and the careful matching of TAP schools to non-TAP schools in the district. Reports the findings of the impacts of TAP during the 2008–2009 school year, the second year of the program in CPS. Indicates no evidence that the program raised student test scores; student achievement growth as measured by average math and reading scores on the Illinois Standards Achievement Test (ISAT) did not differ significantly between TAP and comparable non-TAP schools. Also finds that TAP did not have a detectable impact on rates of teacher retention in the school or district during the second year it was rolled out in the district. Suggests that the lack of impacts in the second year of district rollout is not the result of a failure to implement TAP but that Chicago TAP is still in its early years of implementation and was not necessarily tested at its full strength.

#reading #professionaldevelopment/teachereducation #policy #adult


Examines the impacts on student reading/math scores for 2330 student applicants in 36 charter middle schools in 15 states by focusing on charter schools that hold randomized admission lotteries and comparing students who applied and were admitted to these schools versus students who applied and were not admitted. Finds no differences in student reading/math achievement, attendance, student behavior, and survey-based measures of student effort for students admitted versus not admitted. Charter schools were more effective for lower income and lower achieving students and less effective for higher income and higher achieving students; they also had positive effects on students’ and parents’ levels of satisfaction with their schools.

#reading #policy #motivation/engagement #readingtests


Compares 9900 AI/AN fourth graders’ and 8400 eighth graders’ 2009 NAEP reading and math scores with previous results. Finds no significant changes in fourth graders’ average scores or achievement level results in reading in comparison to 2005 or 2007; reading scores for eighth
graders were higher than their 2007 scores. More than one third of AI/AN students scored below the basic level in reading. Fourth-grade AI/AN students attending Bureau of Indian Education schools scored an average of 181 on a 500 point scale on the National Assessment of Educational Progress reading test, 25 points lower than Native Americans attending public schools, and 23 points lower for eighth graders. There was a 23-point gap among eighth-grade students. Suggests one reason for lack of progress since 2005 is the persistent poverty in AI/AN communities, particularly for AI/AN students attending Bureau of Indian Education schools.

#reading #discourse/culturalanalysis #readingtests #strugglingreaders


Reports the results of a year-long multiple case study in three subject area classrooms (sixth-grade social studies, seventh-grade math, eighth-grade science) that explores how middle school struggling readers and their content-area teachers make decisions about how to work with classroom reading tasks and with each other over a period of one academic year. The study was guided by the following questions: (1) How do middle school teachers interact with struggling readers in relation to the reading task demands of their classrooms? (2) How do middle school struggling readers interact with the reading task demands of their content-area classrooms? Models of identity, identity capital, and discursive identity framed the analysis for this study and were used to interpret the research questions. Teachers’ interactions with struggling readers were based on (a) their models of identity for what it meant to become a good reader and (b) the discursive identities they created for their students based on their models of identity. Students’ interactions with classroom reading tasks were based on (a) how they identified themselves as readers and (b) their goal to prevent their peers, teachers, or family members from constructing a discursive identity of them as poor readers.

#reading #contentliteracy #strugglingreaders #adolescent


Investigates the impact of Student Team Achievement Divisions (STAD) and Group Investigation (GI), two approaches to cooperative learning, on students’ reading comprehension achievement of English as a foreign language (EFL). After administering an English Language Proficiency test (Fowler & Coe, 1976), 90 homogeneous pre-intermediate female college students were selected and randomly assigned to two experimental groups and one control group. The experimental groups received instruction according to STAD and GI techniques respectively, whereas the control group received conventional instruction (CI) that followed an individual instructional approach based on the exercises in the regular textbook. The results of the posttest revealed that STAD was a more effective technique in improving EFL reading comprehension achievement whereas GI and CI did not enhance reading comprehension significantly. The researcher noted that team rewards, as one of the central concepts of STAD, may have a strong impact on learners’ performance in reading comprehension.

#reading #second languageliteracy #comprehension #cooperative/learning

Assesses the effects of four reading comprehension curricula on reading comprehension in selected districts across the country, where schools were randomly assigned to use one of the four treatment curricula in their fifth-grade classrooms or to a control group. The four curricula included in the study were: (1) Project CRISS, developed by CRISS (Santa et al., 2004), (2) ReadAbout, developed by Scholastic (Scholastic, 2005), (3) Read for Real, developed by Chapman University and Zaner-Bloser (Crawford et al., 2005), and (4) Reading for Knowledge, developed by the Success for All Foundation (Madden & Crenson, 2006). Reports the impact of the interventions on Cohort 2 fifth graders after one school year of implementation, and the impact of the interventions on Cohort 1 sixth graders one year after the end of the intervention implementation. Finds that the curricula did not have an impact on students one year after the end of their implementation, and in the second year after the first cohort of students was no longer using the interventions, indicates no statistically significant impacts of any of the four curricula. States that impacts were not statistically significantly larger after schools had one year of experience using the curricula. Finds that the impact of one of the curricula (ReadAbout) was statistically significantly larger after teachers had one year of experience using the curricula. Concludes that the findings do not support the hypothesis that these four supplemental reading comprehension curricula improve students’ reading comprehension, except when ReadAbout teachers have had one prior year of experience using the ReadAbout curriculum.


Examines the development of oral language and decoding skills and their unique contributions to students’ reading comprehension in the elementary grades. Uses vocabulary knowledge, television comprehension, and narrative listening comprehension to assess oral language skills, and letter and word identification and phonological awareness to assess decoding skills at Time 1. Two years later the measures were administered again (except phonological awareness) and a reading comprehension assessment was given. Through Structural Equation Modeling finds that both sets of skills independently predict a student’s reading comprehension, and that both clusters of skills develop early in a child’s life. Suggests that the overlap in comprehension performances in different media may be used for early identification of students who may later struggle, and that the development of comprehension skills in young children may lead to improved reading comprehension in later years. Recommends that both decoding and comprehension be included in a conceptual framework for instruction in early childhood educational settings.


Examines gender differences in all readers, including young children to better understand the erosion of motivation in some readers. Focuses on 288 average achieving third graders. Investigates two constructs consistent with expectancy-value theory: self-concept as a reader and value of reading. Suggests that third-grade boys and girls who are average readers are equally self-confident about their reading ability; however, boys value reading less than girls. Proposes new insights on the complexities of motivation and gender differences.


Reports a study of the effects of different versions of Web-based instruction focused on text structure on fifth- and seventh-grade students’ reading comprehension. Researchers used a
stratified random assignment in a two-factor (feedback type choice of text topics) experiment embedded within a pretest and multiple posttests design (immediate and four-month delayed posttests) and found substantial effects sizes from pretest to posttest on various measures of reading comprehension: recall, strategy competence, and standardized reading comprehension test scores. Maintenance of performance over summer break was found for most measures.

Pierce, M., Katzir, T., Wolf, M., & Noam, G. (2010). Examining the construct of reading among dysfluent urban children: A factor analysis approach. *Journal of Literacy Research, 42*(2), 124–158. Reports on a study involving 140 second- and third-grade urban, dysfluent students to examine the factor structure underlying reading performance. Seeks to expand the simple view or a unidimensional construct of reading. Based on assessments that measure sight word reading, rapid letter naming, passage reading accuracy, rate and comprehension, picture vocabulary, multiple meanings, word attack skills, and phonemic decoding, finds four distinct but correlated factors that contribute to efficient reading performance in the dysfluent students: word-level decoding skills, vocabulary knowledge, timing/processing speed, and text-level skill. Outlines the measures that are associated with success in the four factors. Concludes that although literacy may be analyzable as a unidimensional construct, examining a second-order factor structure can help understand the literacy development of at-risk urban readers. Suggests that some students may require instruction in transferring word level skills in support of passage reading.

Zipke, M., Ehri, L.C., & Cairns, H. (2009). Using semantic ambiguity instruction to improve third graders’ metalinguistic awareness and reading comprehension: An experimental study. *Reading Research Quarterly, 44*(3), 300–321. Examines the potential for teaching metalinguistic awareness (MA) to third-grade students via a variety of semantic ambiguity activities, and evaluating how proficiency in MA affects students’ reading comprehension. Participants include 46 lower SES third graders divided into control and treatment groups. Students in the control group participated in a book reading and discussion group while treatment students were taught to understand and work with multiple meaning words, multiple sentence meanings, riddles with plays on words, and text reading where word play is analyzed. Results show that semantic ambiguity instruction was effective in teaching students to identify multiple meanings of homonyms and ambiguous sentences and to detect inconsistencies in text. The treatment enhanced students’ reading comprehension as measured by a paragraph completion task, but not on a multiple choice recall task. Suggests that homonym and ambiguity-detection skills might be useful for identifying young students who are at risk for reading comprehension difficulty and could be used to design effective reading-comprehension instruction for them.

Other Related Research


Fuchs, D., & Fuchs, L.S. (2009). Responsiveness to intervention: Multilevel assessment and in-


O’Connor, R. E., Swanson, H. L., & Geraghty, C. (2010). Improvement in reading rate under independent and difficult text levels: Influences on word and comprehension skills. *Journal of Educational Psychology, 102*(1), 1–19.


### Second Language Literacy

Tags: #secondlanguageliteracy #bilingual #immigrant/refugee #secondlanguageassessment #culturaldifference #vocabulary #metalinguistic #ESL instruction #foreignlanguageinstruction #languageacquisition #cognitive


Conducts a meta-analysis of 63 studies to determine the cognitive outcomes associated with bilingualism. Finds that bilingualism is associated with increased attentional control, working memory, metalinguistic awareness, and abstract and symbolic representation skills.

#secondlanguageliteracy #reading #cognitive #metalinguistic


Describes the role of 36 students and 2 instructors’ use of their first language (L1) within a second language (L2) university foreign language course. Aims to find the instructors’ purposes and reasons for using L1 to facilitate L2 learning. Discusses the controversial inclusion of L1 in an L2 foreign language classroom and then moves to the unique inclusion of the teachers’ voices and descriptions about their inclusion of students’ shared L1 in this L2 setting. Data coding and analysis of transcriptions from course sessions and interviews divide into 14 functional categories and definitions. Concludes that there was a low but noticeable amount of L1 in the L2 classes and that the L1 was used as a pedagogical tool.

#secondlanguageliteracy #ESL instruction #foreignlanguageinstruction #bilingual


Explores the shared roles of ESL and classroom teachers in educating English language learners in an elementary school through discourse analysis of the interactions of a site-based inquiry group over the course of a school year. Finds three dominant discourses that pervade the discussions: top-down, bottom-up, and labeling. Each of these discourses has a significant impact on the kind
of instructional program English learners receive, and on the ways ESL and classroom teachers work or do not work in concert. Suggests that professional development must help teachers reconsider their personal responsibilities for English-learning students within a system-based approach. Also recommends that teacher educators bring to light and counter discourses that marginalize English learners or deny them effective educational experiences.

#secondlanguageliteracy #discourse/culturalanalysis #professionaldevelopment/teachereducation #ESLinstruction


Uses sociocultural theories of identity to compare the seemingly different experiences of two youth groups in San Diego, California, and Bogotá, Colombia. Participants in this study were also part of a community photography-based project organized around themes. Examines and compares these participants’ visual, written, and spoken narratives as interpretations of their political and social identities and their “lived experience.” Reveals the multiplicity of voices and focuses on the ways the participants individually and collectively deal with incoherent and conflictual meanings in their lives.

#secondlanguageliteracy #discourse/culturalanalysis #immigrant/refugee #culturaldifference


Evaluates the effectiveness and validity of accommodations for ELLs participating in large-scale assessments in math and science. Seven accommodations were evaluated: simplified English, English dictionaries or glossaries, bilingual dictionaries or glossaries, tests in the native language, dual language test booklets, dual language questions for English passages, and extra time. Only English language dictionaries and glossaries had an overall positive, but small, effect on ELLs’ outcomes. Concludes that providing any of these accommodations would not give ELLs an unfair advantage over non-ELLs. Recommends that the language of content assessment and the accommodations must match the language in which students are receiving instruction.

#secondlanguageliteracy #secondlanguageassessment #vocabulary #languageacquisition


Evaluates the implementation and effectiveness of an academic vocabulary program with 476 sixth-grade students in low-performing middle schools with a high proportion of minority language learners. Utilizes a quasi-experimental, mixed methods study in seven middle schools during an 18-week period of data collection. Impacts the field of studies that test classroom-based interventions featuring a comprehensive, multifaceted approach to vocabulary instruction, rather than focusing on only one aspect of vocabulary knowledge. Highlights and reinforces the challenge of bolstering vocabulary and reading comprehension skills for students who are not at grade level. Describes significant effects on meanings of taught words, morphological awareness, and word meanings. Effects were comparable for language minority and native English speakers in this study.

#secondlanguageliteracy #reading #secondlanguage assessment #vocabulary


Employs mixed methods to evaluate and describe reading comprehension and engagement of at-risk students in grades 4–6 who participated in a yearlong Transactional Literature Circle (TLC) program. The instructional approach builds on transactions that exist within literature
circles among the student, her or his peers, the teacher, and the text. Provides a lesson planning model and organizational tool for the preparation of TLC activities. Finds that the combined use of collaborative conversations and strategy instruction not only resulted in improved reading comprehension and writing skill development, but also increased engagement, motivation to read, and willingness to participate in whole class discussions.


Highlights key issues surrounding the assessment and accountability mandates of No Child Left Behind for English language learners (ELLs). Shares findings from a word frequency analysis of actual statewide exams revealing that they contain a sizeable number of words likely unknown by many ELLs, posing unique challenges for this student population. Points out that ELL students and the schools serving them are disproportionately likely to be penalized in accordance with the law’s requirements causing an increase in dropout rates. Questions two of the law’s most problematic assumptions: 1) that focusing solely on student outcomes will lead to improved schooling, and 2) that using scores from tests in English to evaluate ELLs and the schools that serve them yields valid results on which to base high-stakes decisions.


Response to Intervention (RTI) appears to show much promise as a way to support ELLs, yet there are many details yet to be worked out. Describes how one urban elementary school with a high percentage of ELLs implemented RTI at the primary level. Focuses on how teachers’ understandings, beliefs, judgments, professional development, and training affected the RTI decision-making process. Finds that assessment and instructional practices were misaligned or not appropriate for the students’ needs, that leadership neglected to attend to a deficit-based approach to ELLs that formed the backdrop of the school culture, and that teachers had inadequate preparation and lacked curricular materials to meet the cultural and linguistic needs of ELLs. Urges districts and schools to develop policies and provide standards that wrap around socioculturally guided assessment and instruction. Recommends teachers receive professional development in RTI but also in instruction and assessment practices found to work well with ELLs.


Examines educational neuroscience research to better understand how bilingual language acquisition and the timing of dual language learning relate to literacy outcomes in individual bilinguals. Reviews brain images across the lifespan to investigate similarities and differences in brain activity in relation to processing in both languages. Finds numerous benefits to bilingual language acquisition and, importantly, that the age of first bilingual exposure is a vital predictor of bilingual language and reading mastery. Makes important recommendations for designing educational programs for young bilinguals including abandoning the “hold-back” theory in which children are prevented from learning two languages simultaneously, finding that this theory is not supported by research.

Other Related Research


### Writing

Tags: #writing #writinginstruction #argumentation #writingstrategies #revision #feedback #writingquality #writingassessment #authorialidentity #genre #portfolio #expressivewriting #writing-to-learn


Conducts an ethnographic analysis of 30- to 50-year-old female students’ identity construction mediated by different discourses in three adult literacy classes in a British college based on the idea of timescales by which students develop. Identifies five aspects of writing identities—the social possibilities for selfhood constituted by certain discourses and semiotic resources located in social spaces across different timescales; the autobiographical self of the writer who brings certain unique aspects of themselves related to, for example, their past experiences as mothers; the discoursal self who is inscribed in the text within the timescale of writing the text; the authorial self related to the attitudes and feelings of the author; and the perceived writer that a reader creates in reading a text, a construction that may differ from these other four writer identities.

#writing #discourse/culturalanalysis #writinginstruction #authorialidentity


Employs ethnographic analysis of course meetings, student interviews, and course documents to compare underprepared students’ experiences with remedial writing instruction at an urban community college versus students in a remedial writing course at an urban research university. Finds institutional differences in the degree to which they provide students with relevant academic resources and cultural capital necessary for success in higher education, with only students in the research university acquiring the cultural capital useful for future success.

#writing #discourse/culturalanalysis #writinginstruction #authorialidentity

Analyses the effects of different types of feedback (single expert versus single peer versus multiple peers) on 28 college students’ revision and writing quality. Students in the single-expert group made more revisions than those in the single-peer group, although novice writers seem to be better at incorporating peer feedback into their revisions than at incorporating expert feedback. Students in the multiple-peer group received the most feedback and made the most complex revisions. Feedback that was nondirective resulted in the most complex revisions; making more complex revisions was associated with quality improvement.

#writing #revision #feedback #writingquality


Analyzes use of an alternative writing assessment for Washington State University students who describe their experiences as writers or learners related to opportunities according to the university’s Six Learning Goals for achieving a BA degree. Data from this writing assessment provided the university with information regarding the degree to which these goals were being addressed across the curriculum and data for analysis of college student learning.

#writing #assessment #writinginstruction #writing-to-learn


Compares the effects of three different types of revision instruction on 61 college students’ revisions and writing quality: Formal Peer Review—outline and critique a peer’s draft; Formal Self-Review—outline and critique their own draft; and No Formal Review—simply revise their draft to enhance organization and clarity. There were no significant differences in writing quality between the three treatment groups. The No Formal Review students made more revisions than students in the other groups and had the most positive attitude toward instruction. Suggests that peer review or formal self-assessment may not necessarily enhance writing quality.

#writing #feedback #revision #writingquality


Examines students in two classrooms in a low-income, urban school and how their uses of copying mediated social relationships. Finds that copying serves to mediate adoption of different roles, engaging in drama activities, collaboration, and building friendships. Challenges individualistic assumptions of copying as problematic, assumptions based on a traditional, individualistic conception of writing as fostering self-expression and skill acquisition.

#writing #cultural/discourseanalysis #authorialidentity #child


Reports the results of a government-initiated, nationwide assessment of writing proficiency among Norwegian compulsory school students. A sample-study of seventh- and tenth-grade students is discussed and reported with regard to challenges in measuring writing skills in a valid and reliable manner. Finds that a greater proportion of narrative texts of seventh graders was assessed as “lower than expected,” in contrast to more scientific oriented texts. For the tenth graders the tendency was opposite with respect to central linguistic components. Also finds low correlations between the raters at both levels, indicating different views among teachers as to what can be expected of students’ writing proficiency.

#writing #writingassessment #genre #writingquality
Ferretti, R. P., Lewis, W. E., & Andrews-Weckerly, S. (2009). Do goals affect the structure of students’ argumentative writing strategies? *Journal of Educational Psychology, 101*(3), 577–589. Examines how explicit subgoals involved in argumentative writing affect the structure of students’ argumentative essays and the kinds of argumentative strategies students use. Ninety-six fourth- and sixth-grade students participated in the study, half of whom were learning disabled. Students were assigned to two conditions: a general goal condition and an elaborated goal condition. In both conditions students wrote a letter to their teachers. Finds that students in the elaborated goal condition produced higher quality argumentative essays than students in the general goal condition. Students overwhelmingly used the “argument from consequences” strategy, which involves the consideration of potential costs and benefits of the proposed policy.

Freestone, N. (2009). Drafting and acting on feedback supports student learning when writing essay assignments. *Advances in Physiology Education, 33*(2), 98–102. Examines the effect of closely supervising students’ essay writing skills by a process of feedback and associated reviewing and redrafting of essay-type answers on students’ academic performance. Four hundred ninety-five pharmacy and chemistry students in one university in the UK participated as the experimental group. A control group was not given specific help with essay-type questions. Finds that students in the experimental group significantly improved their academic performance, but that students only benefitted from feedback when it was used appropriately by the student.

Garrison, K. (2010). An empirical analysis of using text-to-speech software to revise first-year college students’ essays. *Computers & Composition, 26*(4), 288–301. Examines whether or not text-to-speech software (TTS) is useful in the revision process. Fifty-one university students participated. Finds that users of TTS were as likely as users in the control group to make proofreading changes but less inclined to make local or global changes in the revision process, indicating that TTS possibly works well for proofreading but not necessarily as well for higher-order revision. Recommends further research to determine TTS’s effectiveness during a longitudinal study as well as for auditory learners and ESL students.

Gebril, A. (2010). Bringing reading-to-write and writing-only assessment tasks together: A generalizability analysis. *Assessing Writing, 15*(2), 100–117. Examines the reliability of the use of L2 writing assessments that includes both reading-to-write and writing-only tasks resulting in a composite score, as well as the use of two different rater groups scoring each of these writing tasks versus the same raters scoring both tasks. Analyzes the writing of 115 Egyptian students and found that the composite score from both tasks was just as reliable as scores from each separate task and that the use of different raters scoring each of the different tasks resulted in reliabilities that were similar to having the same raters score both tasks. Suggests the value of using a composite score for placement purposes in that it provides knowledge about both information integration involving comprehension skills and the ability to generate essays, as well as the need to include reading-to-write tasks in assessments.

Gielen, S., Peeters, F., Onghena, P., & Struyven, K. (2010). Improving the effectiveness of peer feedback for learning. *Learning & Instruction, 20*(4), 304–315. Examines the effects of peer feedback on 43 seventh-grade students’ writing quality as well as the use of instruction to foster student writer reflection on the peer feedback they received. Finds that the degree to which feedback is accompanied with reasons for comments enhances...
writing quality, more so than the accuracy of comments. Asking students to reflect on feedback resulted in minimal gains in writing quality.
#writing #revision #feedback #writingquality


Reports survey results of grade 4–6 teachers in the United States about their writing practices. One hundred three teachers participated, resulting in a response rate of 34%. Finds that two out of every three participating teachers reported that the education courses they took provided them with minimal to no preparation to teach writing. Students in the participating teachers’ classes spend an average of no more than two hours a week on writing. The most common type of writing involved writing short responses, journal writing, and writing in response to reading material. Teachers reported using various evidence-based instructional practices, but most practices were used infrequently. The most frequent adaptation to weaker writers was providing encouragement. Concludes that writing instruction in upper elementary grades is in need of reform and offers five recommendations for such a reform.
#writing #professionaldevelopment/teachereducation #writinginstruction #genre


Analyzes 179 syllabi for all courses taught at a Canadian college according to the types/frequency of writing assignments. The term or research paper was the most commonly assigned. Finds that an average of 2.5 writing assignments were assigned for each course; half were four pages or less with no difference in length for upper- versus lower-level courses; paper length and grade value were significantly correlated. Finds wide variation in assignment types and frequency across different programs, suggesting the need for writing-across-the-curriculum support for assignment development.
#writing #writinginstruction #genre #writing-to-learn


Surveys college Writing Program Administrators regarding use of the traditional research paper in first-year composition courses. Based on 166 returns, finds that only 6% of research assignments consist of the traditional research paper assignment, a decline of 72% since 1982. Suggests that this marked decline reflects changes in the nature of first-year composition courses, the uses of technology, and changes in assessment practices.
#writing #writinginstruction #genre #writingassessment


Defines the processes of implementing a writing assessment program at the college level using a writing portfolio including a reflective essay, a scholarly essay, and two additional papers from their college degree program. Faculty members’ rating of these papers achieved only moderate reliabilities, suggesting the need for more training; validity based on correlations with GPA was relatively high. Faculty raters perceived the student writing as relatively good, but lacking in critical thinking and content mastery.
#writing #writingassessment #writingquality #portfolio

Examines the predictive validity of the SAT-W and SAT-E scores based on college students’ placements and performance in Georgia State University’s first-year college writing courses. References ETS’s findings of relatively low correlations between the SAT-W and SAT-E, raising questions about the uses of combined scores for placement purposes—that student who do well on writing may not do well on multiple choice items and vice versa. Finds that the SAT-W and SAT-E scores, regardless of different cut levels, did not reliably correlate to GSU students’ college writing skills. After an alternative placement system was developed that involved the GSU’s own writing program’s analysis of initial student essays, found that this system increased predictive validity. Raises questions about the use of the SAT-W and SAT-E scores for first-year college writing course placements compared with the use of initial in-house writing assessments within the context of writing courses.


Examines the factors that influence university students’ resistance to online peer assessment. Two hundred fifty students from six universities participated in the study by completing a survey about online peer assessment. Finds that students were more positive about peer assessment if an instructor graded their work in addition to peers’. Also finds that students sometimes regard peer assessment as unfair, and often believe that peers are unqualified to assess their work. However, students’ negative perceptions appear not to influence their revision work.


Analyzes results of a four-year writing assessment project from 2002–2006 at Central Michigan University involving an initial survey/focus group of 115 faculty members regarding their writing assignments and perceptions of students’ writing quality followed by an analysis of student writing samples. Finds that few faculty gave more than six writing assignments or assignments longer than six pages, with the essay exam being the most common assignment, followed by critical analysis and research papers. Faculty perceived the features of “good” writing first in terms of “correct grammar, punctuation, and spelling,” followed by organization, clarity, logic/critical thinking, and support for claims, with 86% indicating that they found the latter two evident in only “some” or “few” of their students’ writing. Analysis of 635 first-in-class timed-writing essays and 632 second-in-class timed writing essays indicates that first-year and intermediate students demonstrated about the same quality, even though most of the intermediate students were juniors and seniors. Quality declined from the initial to the second essay possibly due to decline in motivation and the fact that the initial and second essays were scored by two different sets of raters.


Analyzes the depth and quality of nontraditional college students’ self-reflections in prior learning assessment (PLA) essays designed to demonstrate their knowledge and expertise to receive college credit. Notes that the Council for Adult and Experiential Learning standards criteria for assessing PLAs focus primarily on subject matter knowledge but not on the rhetorical strategies involved in convincing academic audiences about their knowledge or engaging in reflection on that knowledge. Finds variations in the quality of students’ essays given that PLA assignments create disparities between their portrayals of prior experiences/knowledge and the academic discourse expectations of college examiner audiences. Suggests the need to provide writing instruction designed to assist students in writing PLAs to negotiate these tensions between
Annotated Bibliography

portraying their experience and knowledge in a reflective manner, as well as providing support
based on the particular needs of nontraditional college students.


Examines the relationship between faculty workload and the quality of written feedback to
student essays. Analyzes survey results and copies of student papers with feedback from 15
English faculty representing five schools. Finds that work-load influences the amount based on
average comment length and focus of feedback with faculty with higher work-loads providing
less extensive feedback that might foster writing improvement. Suggests the importance of
maintaining reasonable faculty workloads in terms of providing quality writing instruction.

effects of writing mode from error span, input mode, and lexicality. Written Communication,
27(2), 189–227.

Describes research on the strategies involved in error analysis as varying according to differ-
ence in writing modes—use of keyboard word processing versus speech recognition—that can
result in different levels of success in correcting different types of errors. Finds that cognitive
effort affects strategy choice and success in correcting errors. Success in correcting errors is also
influenced by: (1) the error spans more or less than two characters—with high success rates
with errors of more than two characters, (2) mode—keyboard versus speech recognition, and
(3), lexical choices—whether the error comprises an existing word. Use of speech recognition
can alleviate some of the cognitive demands of writing.

Lundstrom, K., & Baker, W. (2009). To give is better than to receive: The benefits of peer review
to the reviewer’s own writing. Journal of Second Language Writing, 18, 30–43.

Examines which is more beneficial to improving student writing—giving or receiving peer
feedback. Participants were 91 students of an English Language Center, half of whom received
peer feedback without reviewing papers of peers (“receivers”), while the other half reviewed
peer papers but did not receive peer feedback (“givers”). Finds that students taught to give peer
feedback improved in their own writing abilities more than students taught to use peer feed-
back, and that givers at the lower proficiency level gained more than those at higher proficiency
levels. Concludes that reviewing other students’ papers is a viable and important activity in the
second-language writing classroom.

McCurry, D. (2010). Can machine scoring deal with broad and open writing tests as well as

Compares use of two software programs versus human scoring of 63 pieces of writing using four
independent raters. Based on scores by raters of 250 pieces of writing to construct an algorithm
for “training” the two different software analysis programs to replicate the rater scores. The
software analysis did not result in a discriminating spread of scores; there was also significant
differences in the agreement between the software and the human scores with the average overall
score, indicating that the software analysis was less discriminating that the rater analysis. The
two different programs also did not achieve the same level of agreement as did the raters. Con-
curs with a NAEP analysis that machine scoring does not agree with human scoring of writing.

Analyzes the rhetorical features using Britton’s function/audience model and genres of 2000 writing assignments from 400 college courses taught in 100 postsecondary institutions throughout the United States in a range of different disciplines both in terms of “writing-to-learn” and “learning-to-write” writing-across-the-curriculum (WAC) perspectives. Finds that exploratory writing assignments were employed across different disciplines, for example, using online forums designed to formulate arguments and reflect on learning. The audience for 64% of assignments was the teacher-as-examiner; 25% of assignments were short-answer exams. Twelve percent of instructors collected at least one rough draft to which they provided feedback; 6% of the assignments involved writing to peers. The student as audience was evident in assignments involving freewriting, self-assessment, and connections of content to one’s own life. The majority of the research paper assignments go beyond traditional synthesis research papers to foster exploration, synthesis, and creativity. Suggests the importance of fostering a writing-across-the-curriculum program.

#writing #writing-to-learn #writinginstruction #genre


Compares essays written in 2006 by 211 Louisiana State University students in response to the ACT essay timed prompt in pencil to a persuasive writing prompt and to a writing placement assignment developed at LSU—an untimed essay written on a computer to an explanation writing prompt based on readings, comparisons designed to address issues of validity and reliability of writing placement tests. Finds a low correlation (.07) between the ACT Essay and the LSU essay; the LSU essay yielded a .29 correlation with the ACT English test and a .19 correlation with the SAT Reading test. Notes that the ACT raters are paid relatively less to rate essays than the LSU raters. Compares the researcher’s ranking with the ACT ranking scores and finds a much higher agreement with the LSU ranking than with the ACT ranking; finds that with scores’ point difference of more than 2 points, the ACT raters typically gave high rankings. Based on limited data to determine these two assessment’s predictive validity based on predicting GPA, finds that the LSU exam had a higher correlation (.29) than the ACT essay (-.01); the correlation between the first-year English grades and the LSU exam was .20 and ACT Essay was .13. Notes that the student population may be unique because they consisted of students who challenged their initial placements based on the ACT essays. Raises questions about the limitations of the ACT timed essays written in pencil used for placement purposes compared to untimed essays written on a computer.

#writing #assessment #writingquality #genre


Analyzes 216 fourth- to eighth-grade Canadian teachers’ assignment and feedback practices through interviews. Finds that seventh- and eighth-grade teachers are more likely to assign persuasive writing (44.9%) than fourth- to sixth-grade teachers (33.8%). Fourth- to sixth-grade teachers are more likely to assign fewer papers and more writing to a prompt (19.6%) than seventh- and eighth-grade teachers (6.7%). Teachers expressed concern about the influence of feedback on student ownership and self-esteem. While 76.4% of the teachers indicated that their feedback had influenced students’ revisions of their writing, only a few discussed students’ self-assessment processes; 58.3% indicated that peer editing was an important source of feedback for students. Only 15% employ portfolios with fourth- to sixth-grade teachers being more likely to use portfolios than seventh- and eighth-grade teachers. Sixty-five percent of teachers employ exemplars and pre-specified criteria/rubrics, with fourth- to sixth-grade teachers (74.8%) more likely to use exemplars and than seventh- and eighth-grade teachers (49.4%).

#writing #assessment #feedback #writingquality

To investigate the reliability and validity of rubrics, 326 education and business college students used rubrics to rate two samples of writing—one deliberately written to be error free, but that did not respond to a prompt, and another that responded to the prompt, but contained many errors. In two experiments, the use of rubrics did not reduce the reliability—the range or variability of rating scores. Students were also highly influenced by the presence of errors, even though the rubrics focused attention on other factors. As a result, the essay with errors that did address the prompt received relative low ratings and the essay without errors that did not address the prompt received higher ratings. Suggests problems with the reliability and also validity of rubrics, particularly if users lack training in employing rubrics.

#writing #assessment #feedback #writingquality


Investigates whether and how feedback content and sender’s competence level influence feedback perceptions and performance. Eighty-nine graduate students were assigned to five conditions: concise general feedback by a high competent peer (CGF-h) or a low competent peer (CGF-l), elaborated specific feedback by a high competent peer (ESF-h) or a low competent peer (ESF-l), and a control group. Participants revised a text on the basis of text comprehension criteria, during treatment and at pre- and posttest. Finds that students in the CGF groups outperformed the ESF groups during treatment, while groups with a low competent peer outperformed groups with a high competent peer during posttest. ESF by a high competent peer was perceived as more adequate, but led to more negative affect. Concludes that elaborated feedback does not necessarily result in improved writing, since it may render learners passive and dependent. Also concludes that feedback by a low competent peer is equally effective as feedback by a high competent peer.

#writing #feedback #assessment #revision


Analyzes 28 first-grade and 19 fourth-grade students’ writing in a Mexican elementary school over a seven-month period, with a focus on six case-study students. Most of the writing consisted of dictations, copying, and producing simple texts, a reflection of the school’s framing of writing as a formalist skill limited to school contexts and a priority on “correction” based on parental concerns. These practices were contradicted by parents’ and teachers’ beliefs evident in the new Mexican national literacy curriculum on the value of engaging in communicative, purposeful writing. Suggests the need to reform these instructional practices to make them more consistent with shared beliefs about writing as a communicative act.

#writing #cultural/discourseanalysis #writingquality #writinginstruction


Surveys 1338 U.S. and Canadian colleges and universities in 2007 and 2008 to determine their implementation of writing-across-the-curriculum (WAC) and writing-in-the-disciplines (WID) programs. Finds the 47% have these programs, an increase of about one-third from a similar 1987 survey. While 65% of Ph.D-granting institutions have these programs, only 33% of community colleges have these programs. Seventy-five percent of the WAC program directors were tenured; 61% of these directors received some type of course release. Thirty-seven percent of the directors reported to an Academic Vice President while 21% reported to a college or division...
Fifty-six percent of lower-division writing-intensive and 58% of upper-division courses were in departments other than English, often through “writing-intensive” courses. Seventy-eight percent of WAC programs involves some form of participation by a writing center. Seventy-eight percent provide faculty workshops and 45% provide some form of follow-up meetings or interviews related to seminars or workshops. Twenty-one percent of programs are funded by a department; 41% by a college or division, and 44% by central administration. When asked about different program emphases, 75% indicated writing- and/or speaking-to learn; 76% indicated learning disciplinary conventions of writing and/or speaking; 71% indicated critical thinking; 61% indicated proficiency in standard written English; 36% indicated preparing students for the workplace; and 32% indicated applying new technologies to learning.


Examines students’ use of their first language (L1) while writing in their second language (L2). Twenty students each wrote four short argumentative essays in their L1 (Dutch) and four in their L2 (English) under think-aloud conditions. Analyzes whether L1 use varied between writers and tasks, and whether it was related to general writing proficiency, L2 proficiency, and L2 text quality. Finds that all participants used their L1 while writing in their L2 to some extent, although this varied among conceptual activities. Also finds that L2 proficiency was directly related to L2 text quality but not related to the occurrence of conceptual activities, either in L1 or L2. Suggests that studies with experimental manipulations must be set up to further confirm the findings.


Analyzes college students’ adoption of “myside bias”—ignoring evidence countering one’s own positions resulting in excluding counter-arguments in one’s writing. Finds that students who were more likely to apply schema related to recognition and rebutting of supporting evidence for opposition arguments generated higher quality essays and more favorable perceptions of the writer than students who did not include opposition evidence. Tutorials focusing on use of argumentative schema improved their formulation of claim/reasons as well as reduced “myside bias.”


Examines the occurrence of prewriting and revision in 890 timed essays of university students, and the impact of prewriting and revision on student scores. Finds that prewriting and revision do occur in timed essay responses. Also finds that prewriting is associated with higher scores, while revision is associated with lower scores.
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